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ABSTRACT.

From November 19 to 22; 1972a conference of representatives
from twenty-two Ifqpiat'Eskimo villages was held at College,
Alaska, to discuss the initiation of bilingual education'
programs in the Alaska State-Operated Schools System and in'
some cases Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools in those villages.

Pertinent programs in Ifiupiat, Yupik, and other language areas
were reviewed. People from the villages discUssed different
ways to conduct educatioh in Iflupiat and in. English, and
described their own situations,,efforts, and reqUirements.
Parts of the conference .itself took place in'Inupiat. In
addition to State-Operated Schools staff members, speakers
from the University of Alaska and from the.Northwest Regional

.Educational Laboratory addressed the group.

The village representatives agreed on
should be one single alphabet for use
and selected-the "1964-q" version, [i.
of Ahmaogak's original alphabet, with

the principle that there
in writing Iftupi.at,
e., Webster'§ adaptation
:k replaced by q.]

Participants were enthusiastic about undertaking bilingual .

education programs and suggested numerous guidelines for
planning them in the next several weeks.
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FOREWORD

This rep rt,was put together from several sources, including
notes ta en,by participants, stenographid minutes, and tape
recordin s, as well as other materials made available before,
during, d*fter 'the: conference. Among the notes, those
taken by ertha Lowe, Ray Rackley, and Rpbert Reeback'were
relied u n most heavily. Mrs. Bernice Dracopoulos took
'minutes o Monday afternoon, November 20,.maiRd'Tuesday,
November 2 r she transcribed her notes in Fairbanks and
mailed thee to the,Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
in Portlan where the report was compiled. The tape recordings
cpvered ses ions on Sunday November 19; they were transcribed
by Anita La Russo-and Gloria Morgan in Portland.

Since no one source provided complete coverage, and since a
verbatTt'tran cript of 'the entire conference would be quite
lengthy, the onference was summarized both in outline and
in narrative orm and supported by edited transcripts of
selected kor s,of the records. No doubt important comments
have been omi d; for this our apologies. Parts, of the
proceedings tra scribed or summarized in Iftupiat were prepared
by Bertha Lowe f the Alaska State-Operated Schools System.
Material in the ppendices was provided by Mrs. Lowe, by
Michael Krauss o the Linguistics Department at the Universi
of Alaska, and b Irene Red of the Eskimo Lanqune Worksh
at theJiniversity of A15:4i.ca.



Ii4UPIAT CONFERENCE ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION
CHRONOLOGY .OF EVENTS
November 19-22, 197.2

/November 19, afternoon (Jenny Alowa, Chairwo n)

.

John Kito described the scope of bilingual education prog
in Alaska. 4
Bertha Lowe explained the purposes o

NOvemir 19, evening -

s- -Evans Thomas, Jr. dpscribed his -thods of teaching Inupiat
at- Buckland.

i"

Thomas Morris s gested some bbjectives.

S

Iftupiat Conference.

Martha Aiken, d d bilingual education efforts at Bariow.7 ,

ertha
;

Lowe ask eries of questions; participants discussed
these..

Irene Reed described aspects of the Yupik program.

-I

November 20, morring

Rhy Rackley listed ten decisions aced by plannerS for
bilingual education.

``Zo

KraYiss emphasized the unity of the Ihupiat language.

Thomath Morris' mentioned pareil

Partici'pant's discussed parent

s' responsibility.

role and other topics.

November 20, afternoon

Participants discussed strategies and roles.

Village representatives spoke for the first time in-Iftupiat,
with occasional use of English.

Representatives commented on what the villages required.

Norman Hamilton described the importance of sequence in a
program.

o Irene Reed showed a film on the Yupik program.

8 1
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Robert.Reeback summarized the discussions.

November 20, evening
#.'"

;ye

Michael Krauss spoke on phabets.

Representatives frm villages voted that a single alphabet
should be adopted for the entire Inudats.Area.

4

ori

-RepreRentatives voted to postpone any decisi,9n-almmstats_4_,,
until Tuesday, NoVeMber 21.,)

November 21, morning (Pauline Harvey, Acting Chairwoman)

Joseph-R in described the Guam Reading an anguage
evelopm t Program.

.

epresentatives held- second' discussion in Ifiu Lat.

veryone'examined Alist,of twenty-one word printed in, five .

alphabets. ,ipepre'sentatives decided to sel t one of the five
alphebetA by. ballot.

------- .

Repregentatives selected the 1964, and 19'64-q alphabetsr-a
. , . .

runoff yote. k - /-"
; s

. .1 Village representativeSlexplained.theirV tea.

Bertha Lowe distributed conference evaluation forms.

,-/

Novem r 1 afternoon

!_------
-

Runoff vote between 1964'and 1964-q alph etp s conducted
bait the counting of the votes was postpo ed.

Emily Brown spoke.
° 7/

Variousiremarks were Made by Pauline Harvey, Peter annus,
and Evans Thomas.

Michael Krauss summarized Eskimo population statistics and
gave an Arctic' Circle perspective,

Mss Jacqueline Glasgow, reporter from he Tundra Timas
- arrived.

=

It was decide that Fairbanks sho ave :a vote. The runoff
votes were unted; the 1964 -q al abet wa chosdn.

Michael Kraus drew a chart of the 1964-q, writing system and,
spoke briefly n the Kobuk vowel diphthong problem.



I

r

Martha Aiken gave the Inupiat alphabet as tetigl;t to arrow
children.
N . . _-

Bertha Lowe commented briefly on the next steps.
//

The conference-adjourned at 4:00 p.m. Participants were
invited to continue informal discussions with Mrs. Lowe and
other conference leaders through the following day if they -

desired. - ,

/

("/-
."'

r
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NARRATIVE SUMMARY

The Iftup #t. Conference-on Bilingual Education was called by
the Ala VState-Operated Schools System -(SOS) to help
implemd ;the recent legislation concerning the use of the
Alask nativ,e languages in the schoolsin this case, in

° Iftdpi Eskitho, areas in the north and.west of Alaska. /

The; OS and the Northwest Regio'rial Educational Laboratory
A L) shared the expense of the conference which was held

opd Center on the Uniyersity of Alaska campus in College .

( `airbanks), Alask, Sunday thrOughTuesday, November 19-22,
9 7 .2 '.

'"
,

,,,,,

RepreseiptatdVee from over nineteen IftUpiat area villages
attended, inclUding SOS 'and Bureau of Indian Affairs staff
members, memberi of .Native. AssoCiations, as well as NWREL
nd University of Alaska representatives. (See list of

"participants, Appendix A.)

Because of transpOrtatiOn difficulties, the entire group of
participants was not este:III:fled until the last session;, the
group increased in sizefrom about ten on Sunday to about
thirty on Tuesday. Many.people left Tuesday night, although
there were some informal small discdssiont on Wednesday. .

The first conference session began shortly after. 1:00 p.m.
on Sunday, November 19; with only a few of the nineteen
villages represented. Johh,Rito, the Director of Bilingual
Education for the Alaska-State-Operated Schools System,
described bilingual education activities already begun under
sqrs auspices, mentioning Title VII-funded Yupik programs and

. various Title I Cultural Awareness PrOgrams.* Mr. Kito also
sketched SOS's expectations for supporting programs in
villages, the training of people ,to implement them, and the
produCtion of materials.

\

Bertha Lowe, Coordinator of Iflupiat Programs for SOS, explained
the purpose ofthe conference; she emphasized the importance
of assuring the survival of the Iflupiat language. Mrs. Lowe
stressed, as had.Mr. Kito, that the philosophy of SOS, was to
meet program needs expressed by peOple from the.villages.
The people attending the conference would be asked to come
up with information, ideas, plans, and requirements for
conducting any bilingual education programs they might wish
to start in their :villages.-

. During the Sunday evening session, several individuals
described their efforts to teach inlftupiat, among them Ev.471s
,Thomas, Martha Aiken, and Pauline Harvey. Irene Reed spoke
of he Yupik experience. Bertha Lowe asked numerous probi
questiohs such as: "Who will control the teaching in Ift at?"

fi
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"Who will do pre-service training?" Can materials production
be centralized?"

At times discutsion of these roble is reverted, qt to a
discussion of the alphabet. 'There As much pportifor the
notion of settling op a single alphabet. Martha Aiken and
Pauline Harvey were in favor of continued -use of the writing
system already installed at Barrow. . , .

The conference continued all day on Monday, November 20. .New,
people arrived at various-times, with an especially large
(six of so) group of. representatives coming in at the end of
the afternoon session. "

e

In the morning, Ray Rackley presented ten important decision
areas that should be considered'when a bilingual education
program is begun. These included the balance of languages,
the styles of,learningthe kinds of materials, the methods
ofevaluation, and so on.

T omas Mbrris introduced the idea that parents should
ncourage children to speak Inupiat. before they go to school.

This idea was elaborated by various'participants.

Michael Krauss' explained that the Inupiat language need not
be confined to a narrow range of-usage; both it and the
cilture can grow into new areas (presumably'into an'Axctic

community that is alert to world events).

Possibilities for funding,bilingual educatibn programs were
meptioned; in addition to the State appropriatiOn,Federal
Title I- an 'title VII grants were considered. The State

7191
guidelin that require at least fifteen non-Engliihaking
children in a school are likely to be changed, it was reported.

In the afteugon of Monday, November 20, there was a long
discsion 4rIflupiat. Participants described-what they
thought would be most helpful in,implementing'a bilingual
,program. They indicated that English instruction must be
maintained .for economic reasons, and ,that bAingual village :

newspapers would be useful. Further, Eskims,i-who know tp
language well, and its variation from'village to village,
should,be paid to tell stories.

.
.

\
., .

It was suggested that-competency in speaking Iftupiat and not
university cre entials,should be the)tasis for selecting
teachers in th w program.

p.
. .

'Pee libly, in te-hdiscussiOns, the term was' used as .a
shorthand for literacy. . 1

1

$1

Participants expressed interest
texts into InuPiat, and also in
now used in fthe Yupik bilingual

in translating IamiliAr English
retransiat'ng texts that are
education ogram. .

t
5



Irene Reed showed a publicity film about theYupik p ogram in
Southwestern Alaska. The film described an essential
'transitional program in which all instruction was given in

through the fourth grade, and then all in English
after that, except that ESL instruction was given K-4 and
Ihupiat language instruction thereafter. Miss Reed also
displayed numerous books produced for that program Joy the
Eskimo Language WorIcshop*at the.University of Alaska.

Late Monday afternobry, several representatives arrived.
Robert Reeback made summary remarks fottheir benefit.

Monday evening, November 20, Michaelaikaus reviewed the
situation, referring to a handout hat listed fivealphabet situat ve

alternative writing systems: (1)0947, (2. 1964,10(3)'1964 '.5)).

with k changed to q, (4)'Zibell's full changes, and (5) Leer's
thaiges. (See Appendix C.)' Michael Krauss' main points were
that any of the choices would represent the language ade-
quately, since all were based on Ahmaogak's fine analysis,
that Ihupiat speakers essentially shared one language, that
any alphabet chosen'would therefqre be as adequate for one
area as fot any other areal.and that the alphabet would not
tell speakers how to, SayNthi7ngs, (e.g. , in their lobal dialect) 4
but would only tell them.howto write Flown what th'ey say
however they-say.:it.. Michael:-Krauss aigreed that a division
among three main dialect areas could prove useful. 'He also

.--.

mentioned typographical advantages of the reform alphabets
and their disadvantages, from the standpoint of requiring
,peopIrmtaready used-tofreading-Iftupiat to learn a new system.
Amon4Psuch.people,, Martha Ailcen confirmed, were'several
,hundred.students,at Barrow.. Michael Krauss suggested that

' bebause of .the amount of material printed in it,-the 1964
alphabet,represented a'current standard and that dotted and

..'other special letters were, not mush of a problem in phototype;
they become a problem when hot,type is used.

11-,,

After a lqng discussion of features of the', various alphabets,-
a vote was taken by:paper ballot in response to the question,
"Shall the fftupiat people"have one'singlealphabetr which
yielded eighteen "yes!" and one "no.'' There was'some discussion
of the.representativenesS of the, assembled .group andits
qualifications to vote on this issue. At the insistence of
John Kito, the vote was retaken. This°time one,v.ote was
allowed per village and each ballot was identified,by village.
Again the count was- eighteen to one with Shishmaref the only .

village that opposed. It was mentioned that some villages
not represented--or not prePaied to vote--should be paled in
writing, e.g., Wales and White Mountain.

. At the Tuesday morning session, Joseph' Rubin distributed
-materials. from the Guam Reading and Language'iDevelopment
Vrogtam. These' materials consisted of envelopes filled with
all the supplies that ;pupils ,needed to play various games
that would, he their language development. When these

6
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-,0eierials were being built, adults and children on Guam
selected the stories and specified the kinds of pictures and
books they wanted. The resulting' program includes items for
children and for teachers; more important, there is training,
for the teachers. After this presentation, there were some
questions about the Alaskan Readers, also produced by the

,Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, and specifically
about the possible adaptation of these readers in a bilingual.
situation.

Later Tuesday morning, the representatives voted (about
fifteen to zero) to decide among-the alphabets descried that
morning. Again, each village.had one vote. I the rapid
first vote, seven villages (Barter Island, Telle
Shishmare, Noorvik, Kivalina, and Anaktuvuk Pass). avored
the 1964 system; eight villages (Kobuk, Kotzebue, Selawik,
Anchorage, Shungnak, Ambler, Barrow, Buchland) favored the
-1964-cpsYstem;'and one village (Noatak) favored .the Revised I,
i.e., Zibell's,full changes..

Prior to the runoff vote between 1964 and 1964-q, 'some opinions
in favor of each one were expressed; These included familiar-'
ity withk, ease of q for typing, lack of difference between
k and k fOr Koyuk people, mnemonic value of q ("back" of
alphabet,and "back" of mouth for q) and the fadt that children
forget to dot the k. It was pointed out that Wales, White
Mountain, and Point Hope,were not represented. The runoff

,kallots were collected but not counted at that time in order
to give some absentees a chance to vote.

o

On Tuesday afternoon, November 21, Emily.Browm.spoke in support
of Iftupiat unity among themselves and cOoperation

gave herspecialists. She told the story of how the'ptarmigan ave her
crop too the walius so he could rest on water, and how the
walrus gave his claws to the ptarmigan so.she could dig a hole
in the tundra.

Pauline Harvey summarized her' choices'for planning a bilingual
program as "a translated Benjamin Beaver's Box" (from the
Alaskan Readers), books translated from the Yupik ppgrar9,,
printed materials, and words (on cards) with pictures.

Peter McMannus suggested that discussion of bilingual program
plans should precede alphabet decisions since q estions of
strategies and priorities remained unanswered.

Evaris Thomas again described his methods of teachAg Inupiat'
at Buckland, this time mentioning that some boys carve three
to seven bone needles in a week and sell them for fifteen cents
each. These and other activities such as sled making are
conducive to learning Inupietcustoms as welI>ms language.

Prior to the final vote-count.in the afternoon, processor
Krauss advocated Eskimo international political awareness.

14
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He also summarized population figures as follows: 42,000
Eskimod in Greenland, 35,000,in Alaska, 18M0:in Canada, and
1,000 in Liberia for a total off96,000 Eskimbs in the world.
With the population growing at the rate of 3,000 per year,
there will soon be 100,000 Eskimoes.. P/*ofessor Kratss
assured thd gioup that the University of Alaska would use
whatever' alphabet was voted on. '

After a show-of-hangs vote favoring the enfranchidement of
Fairbanks; and the tallying of nineteen ballots, the vote
results 'werd'as. follows: eight villages.*(Koyuk, 'shmaref,
Teller, Anaktuvuk Pass, Barter Island, Kivalina, Noor 'k,
Noatak) favored the 1964 alphabet,'while eleven (Barrow,
Ambler, Shungnak, Fairbanks, Wales Point Hoge; obuk,
Selawik, Kotzebue, Buckland, c orage) e,pferred e 1964-cy.
alphabet.

The writing system chosen by this historic vote is as f011ows:

,p t ch k q a,

1 s sr

v I y r

n A ,r)

g g .

e,

Martha Aiken supplied the following sequence and Pronunciation
the letters:. a, ch'o, gi, gi, ha, i, ki,.la, ia4a,,fa,
j Via, la, pi, qui, sa, sra, ti, u,

Dr. Krauss commented on--the pros and cons of theI:rate-1
emphasizing the solidarity of q with Yupik, Canadian, and
soon Greenlandic usage. He also,discussiirthek,vowel
situation (where vowel diphthong distinctions have disappeared,)
Teachers wills need special training in how to teach Kobuk are
children to cope with the resultant *spelling probleme,

**,

There were additional exchanges concerning how many villages
would soon start bilingual education prograMs, how soon next.
steps could be taken, how cooperation between the' Alaska
State-Operated Schools System and Bureau of Indian Affairs
could be maintained, and how to avoid duplication in teacher-
training activities.

,The formal conference sessions ended at 4:00 p.m; on tueApy,
November 21. Informal discussions continued through the'.$,;.. -

following day.
44*
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TRANSCRIPT OF.JOHN KITO'S OVERVIEWOF'
BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN ALASKA

John kito:' 1 represent the State-Operated Schools in
Anchorage and am.the Director of the Bilingual Education'-

~=- Program for the State-Operated Schools.. I was asked to .

give an overview of the Alaska Bilingual Program as it was
.

.and is and hope it's going_ to be.. We have a number of:guests.,.'
that will be here representing thevillages, and guests from
Portland,'Oregon. And Dr. Krauss;ill also be here:// At the

-momento.the weather is holding some of these peopl back-but.
tonight more people will probably be here.T.

. p

The present status of the Bilingual Program fro the State;-
Operated Schools, or past status,. three years 'go: ,We
started a program for kindergarten-and two ye rs ago the
major bilingual programs began in the Yupik rea, six schools.

"At that time itene Reed was the_Director of the Eskimo
Linguage Workshop and began produci!ng mate Since. then
that particular TitleV,TI__prograpv--whih:,:* s, a completely':

funding from' Title I or any' other Title program--'
has developed into somethilig tist j4( 0411y dnlightening,to._

. all the people,invoiVed concerning bilingual education. It
.,showed_us_how the people of the villages reacted to such a
program;it ehOWed the.increase inhe student participa-
tiort. It's more .'than gra04yin to see a.program such as
this in operation. You have three schOols operating in your
cultural awareness program, and: another Title I rirogitam
has a total of four .i,,n,the Nushagak area, and we also hay(
villages in. Fort 'Yukon, four In Koyukon, one in Northwalf,
and/one in Nicoli. So, totally, from the time that bilingual
education statted with this Title VII progi'am--it began with .

six - -we now have twenty-one villages with some type of
bilingual.,education program iiMplementd. We also have an
'oral bilingual-education program in Shungnak, which we have

t fundedand wd've just sent off materials to: We are
alto inclUding some other villages-in the Athapaskan area
that asked for funding, and'wehope to be able to handle as

these. Inupiat villages that meet,the criteria established
by.ithe Senate ,Bill in the last legislature':

,

;lbw,' the Sta =04Iated Schools operate with the State
rtment in Juneau: Almost everything that

we do in the Way of funding has to be cleared through.Juneau,
',the Governor's office\ We are now seeking funding for next-
year Which I will get Into a little later. We have many

9 sources of funding for bilingual-education: we have the
Title -VII program, Title I funding and we have the general

frOM the Senate Bill appropriation No. 422. Now, the
Title VII, of course, is designated specifically for the
Yupik area; this is what itwas written for. TheTitle I
programs are'based on a certain amount of"money-that they
Allow us to have which is already used and they won't let'ud.

16
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have anymore, so the nlY funding/ we haVe left is the general
fund,' or the Senate II 422, which was .passed in the last
year',s legis ature.

With that, I t k, we'll` leave fundi The' future state
of the pilingual educationprograms f SOS is based entirel,
on e amount of fundings we recei e. We have funds now t
operate ii seven more villages, to implement very strong
bilingual education programs. The hang up here is that

-.village, in order to qualify for a bilingual education
program with this Senate-Bill that was passed, must ha 'e
at least fifteen children enrolledlin schobls that sp :ak
their native language'as their primary or-'first lang age.
Now, this'isMlere, in our office, we've een delay -d be use
we. are having great difficulty determinin village
gualif1- .-.which villages do have fifteen nat students that
speak their language4as their first and primary language.'

have started a survey to all State-Operated Schools,
asking them to indicate to us, through the XeAching staff,
how many children speak their native language as their first.
This will give usa starting point.

°-
.

In this special legislation, $200060 has been''appropriated
to the University ofAlaska-for training of native people in
their native languages, so they can go back out to,the
villages and teach, and als8 for developing materials.

?.

Talking with the AlaskaOative Language Center and the
University of Alaska,,they'say they are ready to p.,rOyide

. training in that spedific field. Dr. Krauss says that they
-are just waiting fdr people-to come in, and this is what
we're primarily here-fortoday and this week, to come up
with some kind Of idea as-to how to organize these programs.

Next year we hope .to include at least fifteen more villages
which will give us a total of forty vi ages which will have
biling 1 education program of some kind- Now, as I said
befo e, funding becomes an all important task and it would
be ery wise for all of u$ that are concerned and interested

bilingual education to speak to the legislators of your
area, to let them know your feelings; let Them, know this is

-. something you really need and you really want, and, in
general, let these peqple know that you really do want
bilingual education pzc3grams. It is With these,people we
are going to get our funds tooperate in the future.

At that, I,Xhink I'llstop_and.ask,if there are any questions
'about bilingual education as A was, as it is today and about
what we hope to do' in the future.

Unidentified Speaker: When you're talking about-"in the
villages", are we talking about SOS villages...?

John Kito: Unfortunately, the appropriations'bill stated
-th'is when they were writing it up, and the legislators, the
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House '1 Representatives and the senators--of course the
bills ave to go infront o them--had read the bill and
had ssed it, stating tha the bilingual education monies
youl be appropriated for,State- Operated Schools. So this
is ere we're at and'-we are working with State-Operatgd .

Sch ls. Irene?

v.q e Reed: Dbes ,the' umber that yOu are calling, "the
..

Ei teen chiidrken who' =e primarx language is their native,
la4uage," include ,,ildren a every grade level in-a given
sd of ? Or is it h-ly begin ng students?

JO
/

n Kito:. The 11,fl as it reads, is that at least fifteen

i
n4ive children use their native language as they first or
primary language. There wasn't any stipulation as to what
g6de level, t they must pe enrolled in a sc ol. We are
r' 'searching, flecking with the regional direct r and also
With superin endents, askin if these village would help us
1 cate elig ble sites. I t ink this has to b a village _

ioice and the choice must come up to what y u feel, are the
general r uirements. .. ;

i.
homas M Pris':, I think the person ought to' be able to teach
he pro eritranslation andlinterpretation* the words. So

wo /ds that I don't. know yet. Right./ I'm 63 years old
Words I don't knOw yet. All o14 Ur older people,

yea different dik yo jrgeect.' When o
1 .

someone of a.
nt-dialect, they:are going to gi word that they
ave.a spIit,perpon4lity iii them language.

,1

Kato: That's good point. ."I think that this is one
e basic poin4that brought-all of us' here together

There- iiiagreat Concern, not only to understand
hat the Inupiat,ianguage is one language, but that there
re /many, many different dialects to that language. Part
P he'purpose,Is to try decide,,how we should approach

s problembedause, 4s. ou say, the' older people that
w the dialect that'the have are slowly passing away;
younger people probab yspeak an entirely different

alect, part English and -part Ihupiat, but still'hothing
ally solid But, on th other .hand, if there is something
person cOteaCh,with, uch as -a ,stand4.0,- written alphabet
fsome kind', then the di lect;change of speaking would not
ecessari. y'chagge,.or's lit the personality." They would

able /'k read all, in thesaffie language and,! with the uSe .

readiAg, be able to coniMunicate with their, oral langt.lage
w61141d still retain tbeir'bwn dialect. I think that
is iii.an important point.

oas MOrris: ACCording..toAhis, if we don't go ahead with
s " bilingual so that it works, that probably means that
piat would be a forgotten language. In other words, if
"look in the.d'ictionary; there's a word I'll look up, it
never ,in some ";places' the dictionary. It was never on
page;-ix the dictionary and that diCtionary cost me forty
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bucks! And some words that you look up are not there. Why,
I don't know. And I believe if we do that, some words will
probably be left out. Not intentionally, but fqrgotten.
Right?

Right: Speaking to this in a large scope, when
materials are being developed for, let's say a specific area
or a, language, it is possible and it has been done, where
many people are used as resource people. They come in and
sit down and discuss'and talk about the dictionaries and
add to the dictionaries and Put in words so that everybody,
everybody's dialect, everybody's words that theii6low, would
eventually be included in the dictionary:" So that when you
do open up the dictionary, that you be able to find the word
you are looking for. I'm not aware as to why they left some
of these words out, maybe some of you might know.

Martha Aiken: Webster wasn't known by Eskimo speakers and
he wasn't at that meeting so he had no idea of what is mis-
sing in this dictionary. And he only wanted to start it out
and he didn't even think about that at the time that he was .

writing. So,' he has no way of knowing what'he left out. So
if everybody gets together and startsworking on it,' I think
we can make urC a large dictionary instead of that small thing
we'call a dictionary and you can't find anything in that. I

agree that there are"lots of words that are missing from that
dictionary.

Irene Reed: I think that they're doing different pieces
and trying to improe; I think there are enough people work-
ingon it. I know that, the Workshop is putting together a
new one. We've been at it for six years trying to get it
,orgariized, weve got close to 5,000 items in it now and we
think we've just made a dent. I think, Webster'S has, what
about 500 items in it? 'So you can see that's a very small
effort really; it-doesn't-really reflect ver9 much about the
language. But I want you to know too, that putting-together
a dictionary is a lot of work. It takes a long time and
patience and that's why they are not easily produced, you
know, good ones. It's easy to produce a poor one but even
that one,'It took Webster ten years,to,put that one.together.

John, Xtto: With the cooperative lullp of all representatives
frone all of the villages, or somehow to be able to get into
the YUpik,areas where you have the resource people available

put ut in Words that weren't there and to improvevon,that
, .

,dictionary, this is going to be a r4a1 help. But as you
/stated, there has to be one-development, much larger than the
previous. Jeff, haven't you been working with a dictionary
of some kind, to some degree?

Jeff Leer: (Tob indistinct to transcribe.)

A.; John Xito: I guess a point to remember is that it is all
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possible, but as Irene said,, it's a tremendous amount of
work. Of course when we first embarked on bilingual educa-
tion two years ago, we knew that it was going to be a lot
of work--that it was going to take a lot of cooperation
from everybody. So I think your point is well taken.

(Question about villagers trained in workshops)

John Kito: ....yoU mean after thhy've)been trained. Well,
as it has been the past, the Unziversity-has been pro-
viding the lab school for training and they are to train for
six weeks with Winifred Lande. Of, course these sessions
were. subcontracted out by SOS and presumably we would d
the same thing with thiS special appropriations money. 'We
can bring in teachers'from'the villages to come in and e
trained at the University 'of Alaska's lab school, which

-iunder'the direction of Michael Krauss who is working in
thatNarea nbw. When they finish training, then they will
.go baCk out into'the villages and will have been trained,:
enough as bilingual instructors 'that they will be teaching

\\o,pt_,,there. We will -hold similar workshops as they are
announced specially for these areas.

',,(Question about adult basic education)

'John Kito: Yes, I see. State-Operated SchOols have pro-
poied adult basic education for next year in'-whiCh somebody
ould-go out and provide'information in training adults.
Let me finish speaking up hereby establishing what We at
the SOS Bilingual Education Department feel is our philo-
sophy. We are; basically, here as a result of the request
of the people. We feel that programs are developed because
the people have asked to have them developed. It is not our
position to have any program and lay it on the table to any-
body and say, "Here i8 the program that you will be.working
with. We feel that you people, out there, know better what

. is going on and what type of Program you would want to have,
.how you would like to develop that program, what you would
like,to include in that program, and pen get a hold of us
and we'll do everything. within our means to fund that pro-
gram. Generally, we operate_in the direction that the
people want us to go. This is the premise by which we
operate and we have been operating, or since the beginning
cl my existence.'

I have a real brief handout here, something which I think
that everyone in here should look over 'and read, and we can
use this for later(diScussion at some other time. It's a
real general progi4m de'tOriptaoh-in bilingual education;
The programs are to'be developed in, essentially, the exact
ways I-have said by the' people of --tht.vi4age..And a little*
bit on evaluation. And I think; then, aftdrading this,
thinking about it, that when it comes time on the ageri ak;p
speak about determining how to select the'pragram and-.
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objective,you will be better able to speak about it by
just looking over .1.1i't piece of paper. :(See Appendix F.) Ai

It isn't much, but I thEhk it's somethin' that will definitely
get your/minds thinking about the purpos of the program
and aboA evaluation which comes later i the program.

.

gi

I iaould/like to add right now, before I leave, that we are
very pleased to have Bertha Lowe workin with our SOS pro-
grams and we feel that under the existi g conditions, she
has do e a tremendous job and will be a great assetto our
progr by working with the Ihupiat peotle. I think it's
very portant that we do have natives ;rom their area.
They an better understand what is happ ning out there.
This is all I have to speak about. going to turn the

,'rest of the program over to Bertha,unl ss of course any
of you have questions that you mighiE wa t to ask.

Eskimo bilingual(Question on results to datj-in ongoing
ion program4.)

John Kito: Youf 11 see that it happens that .it's wonderful,
ft's beautifta,when you walk into p cl ssroom and you find
out that the bilingual instructor is w rking with the.chil-
dren... ,TWchildrep-ire so much happ1ei and they are abIe-to-,_
sit d6cin and talk and communicate; th are not afraid.
There's just-something about it that the students feel a lot
better and they seem to do better.. I think Irene can speak
on that too* if you like. I'Nie never experienced such joy',
as far as bilingual education, as I have when I walked down.
into '.the Bristol ,Bay area where the Yupik program is going.
It's just'like a forest fire. Once it picks up, it goes on,
covering all areas. The kids are eager. We found something
they can identify with.- It also makes them better indivi-
duals. I think the success of any bilingual programi.of
course, is directly related to the bilingual instructor and
'the cooperation that he or she receives from all parts of
the educational field. ,That's where it's at, fthink that's

-why you're here, because you're concerned. You don't want
to see your language go. ,I think this is where you have to
get ,started. Okay, if there isn't, anything else, 1:11 just
bequiet"now and sit-down to listen to otherpeople. Thank
you. .

e
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TRANSCRIPT OF BERTHA LOWE'S EXPLANAT4N OF
THE PURPOSES OF THE CONFERENCE

Berthd Lowe: We have a lot of people to be thankful to.
They are very concerned about helping us in getting a pro-
gram started. Rackley is coming.in tonight. Hopefully, the
rest of the°people that are scheduled to be here will come.
I have here the,coastal and the inland. All together we
have invited nineteen villages, nineteen people from nine-
teen places. As it turned out, from the Northwest Alaskan
Native Association we have Pauline Harvey, from NANA.-

One of the objectives of NANA is that the Eskimo language
be preserved. And with us as a representative is Jenny Alowa
from Bering Strait Native AssociAtion. One of their` main
concerns is that we begin teaching a young child in early
childhoqd. Perhaps it is very difficult to try and see hqw
successfully we can play a program. Especially when we've
never had the responsibility of planning for a bilingual
program before.

For many, manyyearS, probably sixty years in your yillage.,,
let's say, probably three generations of Eskimo have passed
and disappeared. When we had missionaries coming up and
converted us into Christians, we no longer wete creative
with our language. Look at our grandfathers, they gave the
name for an aitplane, they are compoSers of dances and songs
and poems. Now, what's happened to us? What new words
have we created? Now, with a bilingual, program, perhaps
we can start thinking of Objectives and goals. Just how
can we get our heads together and plan a program for the
Eskimo's to use. This will be our language. This will be
the language we will give our children., Two hundred-years
from now we will be gone but the language will be here;

Our people will'use this. NoW, how do we plan for a good
progiam? ;We have a language that goes back to Greek and
Latin and it touches people in,Canada, in Russia, and in
Greenland, and we have relatives in Lapland; it is all around
the ArtiO Ocean. .Now, how do,we set it up,so that it will
succeed? This is where you come in. This is where your
plans for your home from your people will come. I cannot
come to you and say, "This is the program for you, do it
the best you can." You have to come up with ideas. You
haver better ideas on teaching your children on how to speak
Eskimo.

Perhaps we can revise tests and evaluations for our children
that are entering school. This is a possibility:" So ,you
will also have to be in when we start setting up tests for
the children.-.If a child knowS his name and knows the name
of hi% family in Eskimo, then that should becredit given to
the child. If a child knows the concepts of good and bad, a
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concept boyond.today, perhaps he can go,b yond yesterday,
perhaps he-Can project something that was passed on to him
for five generations. Then let's give hiii credit.
more insights, more feelings about life that a lo og,--the

people have difficulty understanding. Perhaps if set
our own tests and our own evaluations ofhAt- child comes
to school with, with an understanding ofchk parents his
grandparents, understanding of his holne and.the different
rules,-then perhaps...now, you will have your idead to decide

what kind of bilingual program you want. 'For instante, for,
. the Athapaskans now their leaders are thinking, now in
-'twenty=five years, they want to preserve the Athapask
language. I1ow, what kind of thoughts do you have, i
a bilingual program?

,e

Our thoughts are as vast as the country the Es's' is spoken
in We have learned of many things: 9ur trips to the moon

ia then down to the bottom: of the ocean that we have in u'r
cul e. This must be brought out-because our responsibili-
ties a to our children.

Now, the reason why we have this conference is because it'
will be the very best we can do if we could get a' few people .

together in that program at this time. Maybe it will happen
again. Perhaps the next time we have a meeting,,there won't
be an many people involved because we will have fewer people
here.

Lookln your agenda :for, tomorrow mornins, starting, at 9:00.,
We have Mr. Rubin, he is from 'Portlandr. Martin from
Portland.- Dr: Martin will probably hake two topics. 'She'll
cover format and she will cover evaluation. Then, we, have cel

Dr. Reeback and we have Dr. Krauss, Dr. Rackley, and
Dr. Hamilton.

These are the people that wiql. contribute to our bilingua
program. They will help us plan the type of materials w
can begin 'planning on. Supposing you want books'out of
tapes, we will have to teach you how,po that this job ill
became your job in the village. HQW do you set up a rogram ,

to fit the need's of.first, second, and third grader What
Are they supposed to know by the end of the first rade;
or by the end of second grade? What do you want hem to '

know? If we do not set a gOal for 'a child to reach, we-may
just be wasting our time; perhaps all the-planning will not,
help us. I' will be happy if we involve everyone that is
here today and'for the rest of the conference. If'we do not
share.and get our heads together, we may not even have a
bilingual program in twenty years, We are very lucky that
we have a chance to try and docliment our language.

Now, out of the nineteen,villageswe have eighteen dialects.
Do we want to set up a bilingual-program to have a center,
in say, the Barrow area encompassing' the Arctic Slope, and
do we want another media- center where the books can lie

6
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published the Kobuk area? In the Point Hoper/kivalena
Noatak ar , where they speak a dialect? And /do we want
a secti in the Nome area that will take i Shismaref? 4
Do you t a book that's published at Pont Barrow revise
into y ur dialects, in your villages?

We lye a lot of things to ,think att for the next few
da/. We cannot afford td say 114e11, Im bashful, I'm
sc.red, I'm afraid." Yo hay to speak up. If you have /
questions, feel very, ery -free to come out with your ques-
tions. Now, we will/spend some time with the alphabet on
Sunday and Monday. We had to learn how to read and wrae ik!
English. And,I think it would also be good if our ch4dr
could also learn how to read and write Eskimo, for instan0;
an Eskimo name. If they can writethat--"My Eskimo riametAs

,

Akhuak"--if they can learn how to write at, under bur 77
alphabet,'I would be very happy to include at in any
correspondence I do. Make it a practice to w ite Eskim4,4.
maybe it's just your name, maybe it's a concept very Oreign
to English. Maybe that's the only word in the world that.
could help you communicate among the Eskimos. Perhaps that's
the,key to communication. How-many times do we have women
:today who have daughter-in-laws who, annot understand them
when they speak Eskimo? Maybe the key to sovrie of ourpro-
blems is Eskimo. Sometimes we are having a 1.ct of problems
communicating. Maybe there's O., reason why they're having'
probieri&-.

If we're going to think of the alphabet as teaching children'
Eskimo, how da we go about it? You can ook.into various
countries that have an alphabet. Perhaps have'seen Some
of the work of poets like Shakespeare. The English language
had :to make Changes in the alphabet. When we lo -into old
books of the English language, there have be everal changes
made in the alphabet. What

that
us? What are we going to

do? We have a choice and that will be up'to you. Thihk
' about that While this i8 mainly the reason why we Ore here--
uo tapihk f 'a very good programperhaps we may have o,think
beArad day.

We al s'o have this conference so that we can begin the -e
programs right away. If we wait, even three Or four

we've been waiting for.thirty, forty years, w
get a progiam off the ground. So many,times,,w
Old people that speak *Eskimo fluently, we sa
did yOu remaih to be Eskimo?. At least you- tong
They often say -, "0 Eskimo will never die,.I le ned
my grandfather and my father. "' Now, what's h..pene
Don't we have the same responsibility for ou,child
is the reason that maybe some children who o not u

'Eskimo and speak it today have a reason. erhaps 't1
bacic to the school.' Do you, think it sho d be/in
DO you have any questions? If it has n been cle
arehaving-this.conference, I will glac y help yo

ths,
never

see
"How

,Eskimo
t from
to us? .

n. What
erstand ,

goes /

schools?'
why we
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ti,a-i4a Aiken: Bertha, froin what, you've told
is very true, We're all concerned about it.
heavy, heavy topic for all. And then you're
coming out and talking about it. All of our
villages since 1875. I'd like to hear about
programs.

ABertha Lowe: Irene will bp able to help.you with that
question.

Irene Reed: There are differences in the dialect in various
areas, but they aren't so_ponounced that people can't
understand each other. They can under tand each other
fairly well, in the area where we have our bilinfluaa.ptOgram
now. They learn both of them and th- children have .a-richer

ional life is a result. They can function just as
well whe s e go to Bethel as th can in Togiak. They can
learn both ea . knows do you feel that-,you really'
have eighteen diffe t dialed ? How different ate those
dialects?

us everything
But that's a
talking about
nineteen
the Ydpik

Unidentified Speaker:
except for the Kobuk ea.

ey arf very, very different

Irene,Reed: But here is the problem, of cour when you
are teaching ildren. One of the rea ons why we -n't
moved into e Yukon area yet is because now we reach t
largest pik population that was uniform in its speech.
For tance, down on the coast if some of'our people doirt

the forms' that occur in the books, they just have
ittle'pieces of paper and glue and they'll type up the

.

word andpaste it right on top of the word that they ddn't
like. So, we give them that type of freedom. But it does
not happen with eltery other word, it will happen occasionally..
They take the word that's common to the children first, teach
that,and then worry about teachihg them.the variations later.

,

John Kito:' In that area wewere very 'fortunate in, obtaining
a grant or some.set oflIoney from Title VII to establish the
books in the first place. ' And that, in itself, is a Keal
big task. As Irene said, in certain areas they dev lop
materials for the area that could be used forb.six ifferent
villages and then from there th,e3Q-151e-liaye, bee, taping
over their dialects, putting on their own. The initial
Lproblem was solved, though', y being able to produce those
books in the first place.

Irene Reed: And there have been very few changes through-
out. We're involved with BIA also and we have some-Six or
seven BIA schools',as well. They use the same-books as the
State-Operated Schools,do., What happen s that thete-are
two programs in the state. The BIA actua ly begAn the
implementation of bilingual education i the state despite
the fact that State-Operated Schools he made an attempt to
before. rt was the BIA that did get th irst,three schools
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in the first gr e and in he same e r a,kindergarten..
started with an S sch ol. A schools.were federally
funded under the BIA,--The Sfa e7Operated Schools, of course,
get ..heir funds ;512.So federa but are state supported also.
What happens is, althou4 there are two administrative units,
the BIA program and th SOS program, the children don' know
the, differenc.. The don't care whether it's-BIA or SQS and
they all speak the same lfflnguage whether they're BIA or SOS.
So we prepare the same kinds of materials for both and we
just split our budgets between the two. We don't discrim7
inate and I'm wilIinq -to-cooperate with both. #r-

0

f
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TRANSCRIPT OF EVANS THOMAS JR.'S DESCRIPTION
OF HIS METHODS OF TEACHING INUPIAT

'

Evans Thomas: Thy' Inupiat dictionary . . most of you
hate seen it and used it. Some of the'words are-pot in the
dictionary. Many times-I look for it and it' not there.
So I loqk it up, in the Webster dictionary and Junior
ictionary and ifikI don't get it 1 go to College diCtionary.

So at '. -re I learn more of, the language, in the:College
dictio So I exp y _students wha&I find from the
College di narythat's the Eskimo Iftupiat dictionary::
They are all o tidings, things, like soap. I-think you
all kriow ,that. He they are., So? Another 'One here
Let's Learn Eskimo La guage, that is translated by Donald H.
Webster, illUstrated by,Tkelma A. Webster.

I thinkyou know them, huh? These are in the Barrow
'language, so I use most of the Barrow language. I use them
th.is way: There are.visitors: "Knock, knock, come in.,

We understand each other. So we us gee, .1
you're from Barrow',- and I'm from Buckland.. So we understand
nice plain words like th explained to me and explained to
you, I think those Ko uk eople use it too.. I use it when
I'm tpeching students f mine, I use.those languages. But
when something is a iittle'different'than my language, T
u*e my language, .1 use thewOrd. Example:; I'm happy when
your gime. See? You :can translate that one and ,I can trans-

.- late that and can understand. We use the book as-we feel:
.4 Can, you read English? Then you: can. So, I use these

again. There are words like lulu, kuvluk;:tuttu, kuvlunik,
Kukik. "You'- understand them all. All'ame word again.- So,
when they're all,,same words, I just MO teaching them how
to .talk Eskimo. Let'sjust talk,,I Just act many times.

-.At ,first when t started the teaching of the Eskimo language,
I had a hard time. So: I started to make a4little'book to
get.real easy words like snowshoe, in-Eskimo language, at
first. Twenty pages, I used my. art, tricks. 'I worked, anal
printpd them, fifteen copies of the book-. I got my students
to act it, saying to them, "Now we can 'say them all." I

kept working, and working, so I finally'ordered an Eskimo
Reader, prepared at Kobuk, usable for the Kotzebue Sound p

area. I had e hard time, in siku, "ice." So, I get the
t: ideas from here, 'from` these books, and I do all my own

. 'thoughts 7n'words.

Last fall just before we started, I had ,ideas and I tried,
theft and they worked. I just traced some more thirigs on the.

.th.ackboard like cup, thimble, thread. All I could, I just
' gave them and wrote a little answer like roof and after T,

write roof, I paste itupside down. There is ulu back here.
UZu bletween blackboard an4 the table. Just like playing.
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So, when I call the student, I ask," "What's this? Do you .
know-what this means?" They say";) "Ulu." We do- not say
just the wor practice saying, una, uva,
They are making her words the .same time.-,5o,'-that's how
we use the Eskimo 1.rigusage up there. They learn fast that
way.

I explain and I draw some_caribou, any kind of animal I can
think of. So,'dn Monday, I give them my reading from here.
They read from this book. 'The- secon0 day they read from my
blackboard where I display different objects. I display
like a piece of glass, wire; you can form your own ideas,
too. It.works real well. When they see it,*.when they feel
it, when they do it, they learn faster. Let's just sit

down a d talk to them, Most of the time I ask them) let. ,

. them d That's how the Eskimo language increases in
learnin So there are many things that we can do. :

Also, about the visiting, I let
there, using a student: Isi4in.
Not just sit down and talk with
their voice and learn fast like
to shaiel$4:ke that.

100"

somebody knock from out
Suvitch. Suitchuga.

them, but act. They use
that, There's many things .
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-TRANSCRIPT OF THOMAS, MORRIS'' SUGGESTION OF OBJECTIVES,

,

Thomas Morris: . I have Some suggestions too, on the objec-
tives of thg bilingual/multicultural programthat we are
going to teach our yoiinger people how to survive in our
winters. On open country in the 'frozen path, those things
are forgotten, The things that oqr forefathers used in
primitive way, to survive out in the ,country "without any
implements to do with are forgotten. SometiMes, of course,
they had their own bows and arrows and knives and traps.that
were imported from Siberia before Alaska was ever botight
from Russia, The Siberian 'people brought traps and knives.
My mother*tOld me that-those-people-used to-come across- from_
that area and trade. Trade included the cast iron pot.
They traded with the Siberians.

When you survive in open country, I can guess that they had
to learn how to make fire without a match. Of course, we
know the flint. I don't know where my grandfather had been,
how many places he'd seen. When we make a fire with-a flint
they go out there,and collect the willow cotes. They put
the Cotton away for the future use so that eirpark from the
flint would catch fire on the willow cotton. Very fine
shavings from the Willow were used. But as far as I know,
theythad.knives that were imported. Of course, they had
flinj knives too and ulu's. My grandfather had some.

And besides. using that choice for fire - making, they -used
the native bowls out of wood, and bits of string in the
iron pot. They got a drill about that long, a wooden drill,
and worked it batk and forth, agitated it back and forth as
fast as they could, until the wood they worked on had been
charred.--And when it started, they put that willow cotton
in there to protect the flame. I should think that the
survival things include the tools (suvlurak;. "arrow") to
make fire withdut matches.

+1.
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TRANSCRIPT OF MARTHA AIKEN'S DESCRIPTION
OF THE BARROW PROGRAM

Martha Aiken: What we have been doing this year--we've been
busy - -Janet was the first one to translate a book, Are You
My Mother?, which was alreadytranslated in Yupik. But she

' translated that last, year. This year there are-more books
translatedmmaybe less than a ,d6zen. But we're working on
side books already completed now, and I think Irene has them.
Therefore, small kids, and seventh, eighth, and ninth graders
'are translating those for the smaller kids.,They're really
excited about that. They have a difficult time spelling,
but they're starting to speak fluent Eskimo now at_Barrowi
and we've encouraged 'them to speak to their younger brothers
and sisters too.

We noticed that they are starting to,speak the language pretty
well, even when they're conversing between schools like
Chemawar) Oregon. Students from there and Barrow have a tape.
I have a tape here that the Chemawa group sent to Point
Barrow and it's almost alrin ESkimo.° What we did before we
started making books was thatwe wrote about ten or fifteen .

kimo words in a list, Those Eskimo words have-syllables.
W- cut those syllables up and made them unscramble the Eskimo
woa ds,and put it the right way.,-, that way their spelling is
mo e- improved;, they arelearning more EskiMo- We made
ne Spapers last year written in Iftupiat and also in English.
We to have them make speeches and there's one speedi
that I want you all to see sometime, that Itene has right new.
Do you want me to read it? .

This little boy is in the seventh grade. I let the write
some speecheS because they were going to speak on the
satellite radio and up to Anaktuvuk Pass and on up to Bartet
Island kids,i- We were planning to listen in on the satellite
radio. This is one of.the students. This boy is just
starting this year, and this is what he wrote.,

-P-6-Ilow Eskimo friends. First let me say and state-
that I am not Eskimo. I'am a white boy or a tunik..
.1 want to,tell -you about my school. It's a nice one.
We have a large on and do some very hard.work at
the'same time. There re some different clubs you
can join besides the usu 1 English, Math, Social
Studies, etc. We have a large library, a_yery
nice gym, and a lunchroo4,' I belong tot-Wo of the
many clubs which, are organized. They are Chess
Club and. the Library Club. We dcih'ave some very
smart students. I've been a junior high student.
My first year I have the privilege of being in an
Iflupiat class. Although I am white, I am.leaining
quite well.' I know the Eskimo alphabet by heart .

4 23
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as well asmany Eskimo words. -I'have heard many
Eskimo stories and in much of the craftwoik they, are
so good at making. I am not the best Eskirdo .rpader
in Alaska, but I am learning fast.-, My handicap of
being white does not stop me from learning. I have
very much so wanted to learn Eskimo as we are going
to be in Barrow for awhile.,

Now, my Inupiat teacher tol that for the past
few years the Iflupiat language h s been slowly%
dying out. I want to encourage all, the Eskimo
people to really start studying and bring the
Eskimo language back again. I enjoy learning it,
so the Eskimo people should start using their
native language 'abr.& often at home .and in school. .

In eiieryday use, you have started toEspeak more
English than Eskimo, so_start speaking in the
language you shOuld be using more often; -Your
ancestors were proud af their lanNAge, so should
you. So, I encourage you to use. your native
language,iEskimo, and use it, more often. If-a
white boy thinks it's okay, Why don't Eskimos?
Think about it. l

This is what that little boy wrote.' We didn't,chan4e any of
what he wrote; it's all there the way he said it..-1.-didn't_
change any of. it; eiren the spelling. I wrote down likeYhe said
it. So, I think we're making progress.

Sometimes I feel so discouraged that I want to up and quit,
but it doesn't make any sense to, just up and quit. :It's your
own language'and you - should all be proud to have it; 'and.
should" encourage every village to. speak more o£ the dialect
,they have known since they were little.-

In Kotzebue, I once met a young lady who was in her teens.
She said, "It's awful to'be an Eskimo and not'understand and
,speak it." .So, We encourage all from all over the villages
to really get together and work for our useful heritagethe,
dialect,of eadh village. Even though they're different, I
'think we can really get ahead.-
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TRANSCRIPT OF IRENE REED'S `DESCRIPTION OF
TRAINING FOR THE YUPIK PROGRAMS"

ti'er.r.h.Alowa: Do you know, down in Bethel, Irene, is the
.community college bilingual'?

I 4ne Reed: Yes, it is. They are looking...beginning the
,.upik program probably "during the second semester of this
year, and they!relooking to. the possibility of them taking
on the teachertiaining in respect to bilingual education.

A They would like to have a-center dqwn there very much.

Part, of -this has comp fiom requests on the part of the
trainees who have come up every year.-to the University of _

Alaska fbr intensive training from six to'eight weeks.. Most
of them do not, like to be away from their native areas for
that long a time,. especially during the summer which is the

.

only time that we've been able to accoMinodate them, because
so many of them are teaching during the academic year.
know that the community college is looking forward to doing
that ultimately. I.don't know when'it will be implemented,
though. It may take another year.

Q.

T

(Question concerning training of Yupik teachers.)" -

Irene Reed: We've done it two ways so far., The BIA training
,sessions'usually take place,uring the summer., All of our,
six.State-Operated Schools became.part-of the program during
the second year. During the first yea we were very'fortnnate
because we were able (because of the federal funding) tq,bring
all of the ten traineei-lb the UniVersity where they studied
for a full academic year. There they got courses in English
,which helped them prepare fore their college education, because
zfany of them needed that kind of Course. They took courses '

that they felt they needed for a little support if they were

1 going-:,to,be----teaching`the elementary curriculum in the native
, . language, which'most of our schools do. They took courses in

:'the grammatical analysis of their language and learning- how
- .ead and write it at the same-time.

c

And then they took h course called "Bilingual Methods and
Materials" which was designed to teach them not-only how to
make materials in their own language for use in the classroom,
but also hoW to speak from these materials; this Was done in
cooperation with the education departmeht so that they coUld
'get' practicethis was actually teaching. For.instance, how
are .you going> to teach the children to understand the !differ-
ences between a triangle and a rectangle, these simple elemen-
tary things that a teacher has to know. We'had to worry about,
"aniform,termincilogy to be used throughout the area,. There r

were all kinds of things of that nature that were discus'sed in
that class.
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Then the final Course that they took was something called'
"Orientation to Education" which was givon in the Education
Department which taught them from an Education Department's
point of view about teaching. This was done in their native
language. They transferred*what 'they learned in that class
over to the bilingual methods and materials where they imple-
mented what-they learned in."Orientation to Education"'into
practice with the native language. So, that was a very good

° year for them. I think the end result in the schools was
very good.

Those same people,have returned for inservice training louring
the summer, at least they did last year. Last year, for
instance, which was the third year that trainees have come
to the University? I would say that almost half of the train-
ing, took place in Ydpik.. The teacher who had taught now for
.almost two years would sit-via:h. the tea-dhers-Who were
fm the first year of training and they would all share ideas

k
about _how you go abou teaching in Eskimo in the classroom.
But remember now, thi is in Yupik schools where children are
learning everything, v rtually everything, during'their first:
two years in the native language. That may not be the same,
kidd: of program that any of you have, that might not fit
anywhere i the Inupiat area; because you can't really have
the same kind of program that we do in Yupik,' if you hb.Ve to
teach your. children how to'speak Inupiat first. Most of the
children in the Yupik villages come to school speaking.no
English and only Eskimo. So, it's easierto implement a -

program there than it is for you in the first grade. That's
why I think your idea about introducing it in the fourth
,grade is probably a very healthy idea.

4
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TRANSCRIPT OF W.40RAY RACKLEY'S LIST OF TEN DECISIONS
FACED IN PLANNING A BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL

EDUCATION PROGRAM

Ray Rackley: I would like to present a list-of at least.ten
decision areas that persons responsib144for this program
should consider eventually. As I gb over the list of decision--
areas, you might commdtt on them or think about them.

Decision area number one is that of stating the general
purposeS, the gerferal goals and outcomes of this new
bilingual/bicultural program.

Obviously, several of these will be to.produce Naterials and
teacher training-procedures that are appropriates for the
Ifupiat- speaking students in the schools.''

Program leaders also will have to decide whether' they want
this program to be transitional or pluralistic. A transi-
tional program would provide training in the Eskimo language,
for the,tirst one or ,two or three years of school, and then
shift over completely to Englieh. A pluralistic program.
would provide instruction in both Eskimo and English all
through the school years of the students.. Most'bilingual/
bicultural programs down in the lower forty=eight states are
transitional, that is, they are limited to the first few years
in the primary grades. Thirs, the children in Migrant programs
Often speak Spanish, for One Or two years, but as soon-as-they
know enough English-to get by in regular classrooms, they,
switch,over completely to English and spend the rest of their
-school careers in the standard Anglo curriculum. So, one of
your major decisions will be to decide whether yOu want Eskimo
language and culture taught all the way through twelve years
of school, or whether you wantit only for the first couple
of yeais.

Another general goal to consider, still in this first, -decision
area, is what sort of technical training you want' to provide .

to people working on the project.. Often, in bilingual,piOgrams
in the lower forty-eight, outside experts come into a minority
setting,,prepare materials, train a fel,/ teachers, get. things,
installed, and then leave. On their departure, there is no
one from the minority community trained to go on writing books;
training teachers, andgetting the materials and procedures
installed in the schools. So, one of the outcomes yOu might
plan for is to train a pumber.of Iftupiat-speaking Eskimos so'
that when the outside experts leave--and clearly there will be
a need for outside experts for some time--the Eskimo community
itself will be able to carry on the current program. Specifi-
cally, this will meap,training writers,. artists, editors,
teachers and teacher trainers, evaluators, installation experts,
and a number of others.
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There are, of course, of
that you should consider

recision-area number two
between the amount of Es
English. There are cliff
to have only Eskimo for

e,

er goals, purposes, and outcomes
;-but the above will do for a start.

relatei to the balande in the program
imo language used and the amount of
rent-possibilities. YoU might-decide/\
ne, two, or threeyears and then

shift over completely to English. Or you might decide to have
Eskimo instruction given in'the, morning and English in the
afternoon-over all twelve years. Or you might decide to have
certain subjects taught in the Eskimo language and other
subjects taught in English. For example, in Eskimo you could
handle -subjects like .h M,\nature, etc., and in English.you,
could handle mathemati s,a60 :chemistry. You might deckde-4-ttsc
have just one hbur a ayigivesn to instruction in Eski
You might decide to hare, 'the instruction in Eskimo gi
after-scho61 or at th-b- children s homes, or even in o
community buildings in the villages,Such_as-at church.
There are many other possibilities.

---

Decision area number three is related to assumptions about
how children learn language. There are _different views in
this regard. Some experts--behaviorists, 'for example-
assUme that you have to formally teach children language. If
yot adopt, these' views, your materials will require studentp
to repeat sentences after their instructors, to engage in

,many exercises of the sort called "pattern drills, etc.
'Sbme.experts of this persuasion give children pieces of
candy b other rewards to encourage their learning. This
whole aPproackoften becomes' quite mechanical and resembles
the way,-tt_ait psychologistS teach pigeons and rats to d6 tricks
and other things. -

Another group of learning thebrists--Icall them rationalists--
asSume that children, just because they are human beings,
learn to talk simply by being around other people who talk a
lot. -Language acquisition', for them, is nota mechanical:
process. They suggest that human children are "pre-wired" to
learn a human language,-provided only that they arein a rich
linguistic environment. If these are your assumptions about
how children learn language, your materials will be quite
different from thas.alluded to above. You will provide
',games..for children to play_in- wli -ich- they have to talk to each
other. You will provide stories to Which the child
be allowed to furnish their own endings . snort, you will
allow the children to discover much of their language by
themselves..-

Another group of experts wit views in this matter--ca Il:them
sociolinguists--have interesting things to;say as well. ,We
now have a,sociolinguist working, in our program in Portland.
She is a young,lady who spent several years on an Indian
reservation in Oregony,studying the language of the primary
grade Classrooms. Sh7e-noticed that in the first grade the
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ndian children talk'd lo clot. She counted the words in the
speech af many of the first-grade children and found that
their sentences were generally three or four words in length.
She also visited'sixth-grade classes on the reservation,
where the older brothers and sisters of the first-graders
were studying. She noted there that the children were using

. sentences of an average length of.only one or two words. In
other words, somehow, somewhere, between the first and the
.,sixth grade, the Indian children were taught to talk less
and less. She spent some time studying_juSt why this hap-
pened. It turned out'that the teachers were frightdning to
the children. And the more the children were frightened,
the less they talked. This is the sort of situation that
sociolinguists study, that is, the social context in which
human speech OccUrs and the influence of that context upon,
the speech. This all means that those who prepare materlalS
for teachers for the new proiram.up here in Alaska should.
take into. consideration the, attitudes of the teachers and
parents and the childrent_the classroom Setting, etc. Socio-
linguists will have a great many other, things to say that
will: help this program.--

,Yenny, did you want to say something?

Jenny A:lowa:. Last night we were talking about .starting this
bilingu 'al program from the fourth- grade up. What ,do you-say
about that?

Ray Rackley: . That's a wide open question. I think we
ought to lay out all the different possible ways to go.
Should we start in the fourth grade or preschool? Go K-3
or Kr-12? We ought to just make a list of all the different
possibilities and then talk about it. I really don't know.____-----
The only ones who are really going toknow are the people
from the villages. Our job is to pave the--way by presenting
different possibilities and then asking Pauline and Martha
and others which ones they like. 'It "might take a couple of
months to decide all of this.

Norman Hamilton: The choice might differ from village to vil-
lage depending on the language that the child comes to school

----arit'h7-1-f a child comes to school speaking Eskimo pretty well,
it would be kind of a shame to interrupt that for three or

. four years and.make him wait while he learns Ehglish,.and
then go ahead and get his Eskimo language training. It would
seem, in that case, that you might consider keeping him
developing in the language he is using when he enters school.
So that would be one of the considerations that you would,

---'have to make. How are the children speaking -when they enter
School?

-1.

Ray Rackley: I think that after this meeting
,

Bertha is going
to prepare a description of what we.have been talking about.
She is going to come-up-with a list of questions 1 ke what I'm

4
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alling here. She intends to go around to villages 'and visit
Pauline and go over all of'these questions With her, and
visit Martha, and keep talking.with everybody until everyone
feels gqod about the'answers. I kriow it will take a couple
of months before you really decide these issues,.

Michael Krauss: May I'say something about this? There-is
one thing that does have to be decided, I 'feel, before this
meeting breaks up, and that's on the writing system that
everyone can.use together. Aside from that, since Inupiat
is.in a, way, a very real way, ope;language, and can use one
writing system, this we can decide on here.

7'°4
Bertha. Lowe: We can probably'have On bur genda taday
tfiat we will have you and. another person'talking on tile.alpha-..:
bet% 'Perhaps. we could/meet tonight and get'the alphabet
resolvedo:' We have to summarize what we'Ve done yesterday
and today and "say what sdo we wan 'in)oui alphabet.

Michael Xrauss: But then the
very easily be, in two or thre
be in each different village.

I '

outcome of the meeting could
months, what it's going to

Bertha Lowe: I think what We're thinking.aboLit in two - or
three months are not a'n alphabets .

Ray Rackley: Area number four-'is the general fram- orbs of the
program. Too often,-down in the lower forty-eight, when the
Legislature or Congress or the U.S. Office of Education sets'
aside money for bilingual education, everyone is very anxious
to spend it quickly4 So, the goverment gives it to the ,

school district, and the schobl district very quickly hires'
a.couple of bilingual teachet aides to go-in the classroom
even before they any materials. In this way, all the
money _is spent right away. At the end of the year, though,,,
nobody knows what happened except that the money's gone. .'

It's just a careless way of going about it.

What we ought to do is th
a general framework for th
the classroom l Now, this
the legislatuke wants thi

k about what we want and est ish
whole program before We g into-
ight be hard because I k ow that
effort to stars right 4 ay, but

I really think we need a plan first. Otherwise e 11;do a
lot of foolish things. For this general fram ork, we'll
have to decide if'we want an oral or writte program, or
both, or how much of 'each. .We'll, have to alk about what
some people call sequencing--the order i which thing's are

presented. If you're.going to teach c ldre a-Couple of
hundred words, in which order do you ent those words?
Do you present 'them in a miXed'ord , or'in,a very rigid
sequence?. Our plan' would tell us his. Also, our plan '
would talk about the relationship of this program to the
other programs in the schools. It's not very bright of us,
to go in thete and, bang, start a new program unless we look
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.at Ail the other programs to see how t is
the other programs, and how they can h 1p
need a general framework, and J would ay
this is where most of the bilingual p ogr
very wel in the lower forty-eight.
plan

.

Area 'number five deals with nat re of the ater
are the materials like? bably ere a going t
boOks with stopies and lustratio s,>And I see lo
things that we can We could h ve filmstrips o
movies, have ta s also: Ther-' satellite goin
soon; we mi prepare for' at. , d last .night s
the gen emen were saying that ma be we spend too
on tract reading-, and maybe we ought to have mo
amesTe7.0.1- 1 of t

_

se dedisi are open for
ought to ink of all t e.dif t p ssibilities or differ -
engypes of, materials before we decide vhiCh ones we want.,

And, Of-coutte,Aefore we get into this we have decide
really which Alphabet*wetre goin to use, and -'11 have a
special session on that.

Area nu4'er''six would be the naur of e proceduret. We
44vill ve to make decisions on 40i, use the materials after
we,,I)

We

new eff
this
th

e.,

in
s 'don't

can help
So, we

ieneral,
ork o9t-

just don' /have a

als. What
be some
of other
real
up pretty
eral of
uch time ,

e language
ow and we /C

oduce Here we'll get i to how to- train the teacher
just give- teachers a whole new-set of materials and,

, "Go at it." We 'have to talk with them and help them
,understand. .There are several hays of going about this. Oha/
01 the best'ways is to have the teachers help prepare the ,

-,---ifraterials. That way they would really know what.they're
doing.

We'll call area ?limber seven evaluation decisions. Somehow
,want to know if this program'makes a difference. Are
out there spending money, or are we really helpin
talk better and read better? this is called
orderto have goodeValuation you must st
beginning- and pick out your objectives
workthem into your plan. Right no
of interesting evaluation activi
called formativd evaluation.
test Of the materials._ Yo
with. children to see-if
Then you revise the m
called formative e

. improve the mate- als.

Another type of aluation is conducted when the program is
All over. Youwant to see how well it really worked. This

ust
e children

uation. In
at the very

d, goals and th
here are sever kinds

es going on. 0 e kiKais
is takes place during,field

alk with to
ë material

erials of

ers, you'play
re really Writing.

the /firs
ack on how toee

is called summative evaluation. It's really a different
thing.

,

Now, .the important thing here for us is 'that b
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evaluation require
program. How wel
You need this
yod have ttrsta

lo data even before you start th-
e children already read and_talk?' -

r...

ure improvement. Evaluation-is something..,.
.the very beginning.

Theevaluato s also tell us that we shodld look for side.
effects o our programs that could.be harmfuli-or Very help-
ful. An/examp -1 that I heard the .other day--it's sort of
funnyj-but Maybe not very funriY:-was where a'particular-high
chpol had a lot of kids, roppingout. The schoo adminis-

s wanted a program that.would get all t children back ,

hool. So, they hired some.peo .to go Out and
and be their friends:.; ,1 hen they. -jot them

they tutorea'them, paid<special
they really had_aLsuccess-
ere back in high school.

tF
into
contact. the
-to come back to sc
attention to them and the
ful rogr'am.pecause many dro

TO

But there was a specia174valuat
eva-lualtor. His job was to loo
things that might be haPpen
school. So,- he went down
since these dropouts ha
increased a great de
who had dropped o
robbery, burgl
brought back
teaching
and be

.there called a "goal-freew
for side effects--for other

g when these kids came back to
o the courthouse and he found that

come back to school,. crime; had
What had happepecris that the, kids

of school'had really been engaged in
and that sort of'thing. When they were -

nto the school, they spent a lot.of time
er kids in the school how to'break into houses.

me minor criminals. °

from one point of view, the-Program was great succesS--
the dropouts went back to school. But from'anotWer point of
view, y taught-a lot /*Pother kids the life of crime.

What we need, I think; is' someone who look a the new
prograp.vpartry from"the aspect of our language and cultural
objectives, but also just look at it om other positions,
because there might be undesirable side effects. Well,
that's something to think abopt.

, -/

Area number eight would be installation. Once you/get the
programing, the materials printed, and 91e teachers
trained, how do we really get everythO.ng installed/in t

/

schools? This will have to be decided _too'. /

Area number nine-would,be research needed before y9 can
fully develop a prograM. Obviously, you're alre dY doing some
with Michael and the others on the/alphabet; bu maybe there's
some research on the grammatical /area that ha to be done, or

We're finding in our Indian-program tha little children *in.
the reservation,sthools have a very serious problem because
at home,#heyre taught to cooperate; when an Indian child is
in trouble, all the other kids inxthe*familir help him. But

3,9
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when they go to school on the reservatijon thet*teacher says,
"Don't help each other; yo're supposed to wbrk alone."
When they take a test,*for example, all the kids are supposed
to keep tWother kids from seeing what their answers are.
If one child helps another.child, that's no being helpful,
that's cheatirig. .

4.,H

So, at home, these.little kids are taught to,-help each'cither k
and cooperate, and in school the teachers tel them to work
alone. Thip.is.too biga conflict for these little Six-year- .

old childreii. What happens is that 8-. ge vqxy unhappy.t
I would think that up her re would be omparable areas
where researA.in a udes and values i needed. I'm Spree*.
that.there,are g ng,to be differences n the things that. the
kids are taug at home and the thOng that teachers ask.them:
to,041,1h;SChool. We s udle-thiS and'sed whet
these differences are,, so we can h p the schools change.

-

ADd then, finajwly, decision are, numb. ten deals-with the
diff4rept people or agencied o n this program:
There area,lot,of people or oups who an'o aihelp. Obviously,
the most important is the, 11a 4.e co ity.. What shodld
they do in'thiwprogra The teachers ought to help with
the SOS, BIA, and th= University have some very bright people,

Nand the Wycliffe'Bible Translators have some talented people.
We'll h eit make deo ionsabolit how all these.people-ean
work oget r.

r
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'TRANSCRIPT OF MICHAEL aiRAUSS' 'MARKS .

ON THE IROPIAT LANGUAGE

Michael Krauss: I'll be glad- to -say something about the lan-
guage in particular, not the alphabet. itself, but the language
and the language situation. One thing that 'I ,would really
like to stress is the fact that from the linguist's point of .

view, at least, the Inupiat'lcanguage spoken in Alaska is
o still basically one language.. Like English it has different

varieties, different dialects-Ai-le dialeCts of England, of
the southern states., of-the northern states, of Australia--and
they-All sound different. There are real differences between
'them, and you can tell right away when someone is from a
different place by the way he talks. But still we all under-t
stand each other when we speak English. It's hard sometimes,
but we still understand each other. 'Therefore, we :call
English one language.

In the same Way_Iftupiat in Alaska is all one language. Even
.from Unalakleet_to Barter Island, if people-try, they can get
along and speak their own language to each others_ So, there's
no need 'to end up with different writing systems for one.'
language. It's Very useful if people'who speak the,same
language also write the same -language., This is my only real .

point, not so much _what alphdbet is chosen, but the idea -

that a single alphabet is chosen. A decision about:that will
have to be made. The village of- Kiana might want to have one
kind of bilingual prociiam and the village of Anaktuvuk Pass
might want-to have a different one. The situation and
preference in each village might be different. Still, the
writing system .that they use, can easily be the same, and
that's why the decision about the alphabet is in-a Aifferent
category than the decision about what kind of a program to
have in each village. That's something we can take up
'later.

The thing I wanted to say abodt the language now is that
there are also differences, as Bertha;mentioned last night, in
the situation of the language in eadh'vill.ige. In some places,
the language is very, very strong. The-six-year-o14 children
all speak the language too, speak it even, to,theexclusion
of English. And then there are other villages completely the
opposite. 'It may be the same language, but/that language is
n an entirely different' ituation; where in fact the-six-
ar-oldchildren don't even understand it Or the twelve-'

yea -old children can speak a little of it, but they'cant
real carryN n a conversation. SO, there's the extreme of
all the 'hildre speaking the language well, and the opposite
of none .0 the ch lcIreni in the schdol able to speak, the
language -at 11.101here are some villages repr exited" here that
have both ext N es and everything in between. ire' 7.1 have to

find out' or keel in mind when talking about a program, what -

is the situation of the language, ,and therefore what are the
oals--we want to keep the language? going. I would.like,

I
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myself, some further information on this subject. Correct
me if I am wrong, but the only places that I know of in the
Inupiat country in Alaska where the childreh all speak the
language quite well would be the villages of Shungnak,
Ambler; Kobuk, Wainwright, and maybe Anaktuvuk.

Bertha Lowe: 10I .got a letter here from Kobuk. In my survey
letter I said, "What amount of chiOren_can understand Eskimo?"
They said"None." What I did was'', said, "Okay, we have to
follow the laws of the legislatiOn of the State-Operated
Schools with the funds. We have to have fifteen Eskimo-
speakinci, students'in a school." The only place where they'Are
opened a progl.am up to now is Shungnak.

Richard Harnett: Who wrote the letter back to you from Kobuk?

Bertha Lowe:. I think he was a.teacher.

Richard Harntt: Yes, I think he's only been there since this
fall, so I would question his evaluation of the situation.

Michael Kraust: Everything, that I have heard is that all the
children from Kobuk speak the language quite well, bpt in
many cases the teachers have-been trained in the last h dred
years to'wipe out this language. They get a letter from -ome
authority saying, "Do your children in the school still sp
ESkimo?" -"Oh, no, we've gotten rid of that long ago'," has
been the attitude.

Pauline Harvey: Ambler, Shungnak and Kobuk`village are some-
times called Kobuk, all of them because.thisilittle village
Kobuk by itself has just a few people and there-may be some
mixup there.

'Michael Krauss: What I would like to know, doesanyone knOw
of ny other villages where'all or almost all the kids ih the
school-\tall; Inuplat well? I left out Barrow because I under-7.
stand th6re are a lot of kids there who don't speak well; '"
this is true, but there are very many therse who speak'it
excellently.

Bertha Lowe: There's the students at Point Hope. Although if
.you bring. them to'a.group like' that and say, "Okay ,kid, talk,"
they wont.

1

Michael Krauss: Point Hope be added to this liSX?

Bertha_ Lorne: Yes, the can. -4They have the old Eskimo words
that we don't normally know. A normal person out'of another
village .learning Eskimo'woul *110t get thp sdme,type of woNds.
Poiht Hope has. The childreti now concepts, they know what
we're talking al2out as adults, t ey can .understand their
grandparents. Not only that, the ocher part about learning
the language is that they also pantomime it by dance. And
they know it by the whaling feast and s more aliv6, there
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in other ways. Rather than just -talking it, it's alive with
old superstitioUs ways, with old beliefs and old legends.
They have a way of carrying out their culture which isn't as
strong in the other, places.

Michael Krauss: I think it would be a really useful thing
as guidelines of the kind of progra6,people want, to find out__
exactly what skills the children already have. And clearly,
in some, places we're talking about Ifiupiat as a second Ian-,
guage because they don't even understand the language. Other
places were talking about where'you have to teach English.
I think invariably you haye actuallya variety everywhere,
froM complete'expereise in the language to inability to even
understand it. But what about Eskimos, hoW.many, of the first
graders in Barrow can speak Eskimo'pretty we'll for a six-
year-old child?

(Response,concerning Barrow.)

Michael Krauss: You could then, maybe would want in \place
like Barrow oe in a place where' ou have a mixed ability, you
might want-to, if you have two first grade classes, you might--
during Eskimo hour or something - -have the Eskimo kidswho know
the language well under one teacher, and the kids who don't.
know it and need to learn it as a second language go with
another teacher. I don't know, there aremany ways to do it.
All I want -to do is point out that there is a tremendous range'
in the type of situation that you hive in the ability.to speak
Eskimo in,each of these villages. In some places-people speak
very well, in others not very well, and everything in between,
and it would be.well to.realiAe that when we're talking about
one place, we're not talking about another. The only thing
we are talking about that is definitely the same is that it's,
the same language.

Norman Hamilton: YOu use the illustration of English, that
if it's London,.England, or Australia, or.Portland, Oregon,
there is a basic language. We know where pepple are from, we
hear the dialect,, we can converse with them. We also can read
anything that is written in London or Australia or anywhere
else. If it's written in English, we can read it. Of course,
we would read it with our own dialect dild we could,. recognize

,that there are patterns of expresSion that are a little'dif-
ferent. The story written in one, or aninstructional book
written in one place Could-be used in another place. The

. English spell a little .differently than we do, but-cgenerally
tae could read anything that is,written from that place. Now,
,will'this be true? -Will there be enbuOrlikenesses,in the,
dialects among the villageS in 1ftupiaX' that . ..% well, if a
story is written for one village, could it be read readily in
another?

Michael Kraussi .1 would say that t's a lot' like English.
First graders ln the,United States shouldn't have to read an
Australian primer., There may be 'things.that'they aren't used

kr:
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to yet. The younger the kid is, the less skill he has, the
. less range he has in his-oWn language. His range will be

very -narrow. But by the time'he is an adult, or the time
he is a tenth grader you would expect that he should be able
to read in our schools maybe Shakespeare or maybe an Austra-
lian play, and as the child grows older, you would expect his
range to increase. In the Eskimo educational school I can
easily see my view would be this: In the first grade the
first thing that the child would learn would be what is
closest to home--his own home language. And by the time he's
in the third grade, you shouldn't be embarrassed to have a
Barrow child_read a textbook from Kotzebue. Maybe by the
time-hels in twelfth grade, just as we have to learn by the
time we're in twelfth grade some French and Spanish, maybe
it would be a real good thing for Barrow High School to be
teaching a course in Greenlandic Eskimo or Canadian Eskimo
or Yupik.Eskimo. Eskimo education would increase one's know-
ledge-and expertise in the Eskimo language. In'the beginning
you start right at home and you spread out.

Norman RamiZton: I agree that you_have to make the reading
material as relevant as possible at the first grade level.
And the more that the child reads' about what he already knows.
andithe language he already has, t1.0 easier it will be to
learn to read. Yet, the kids in the-city and the kids on the

ifarm read the same books in the lower forty-eight. This is
something I don't know yet, but I'm just-tryingto'find. out'

-whether there is that much difference in the culture between
two villages that the words would be diffetent, the concepts

. would be different, the things he is familiar-with will be
different.

(Response concerning the Kotzebue area.)

Norman, Hamilton: Well, there's a decision. You could take
this individualization further, and, you take a -family and
two families or.a communityor a clustdr of kids or take a
village and from a village to a- bigger one. Now, hoW far
are you going to. individualize? Are yOu going to individu-
alize so you might have two or three ,readers ip. one school
beCause of'family patterns in the village, or are you going
to individualize at the village level? -How far are you
going to go'jn making this really individualized?

. * Michael Krauss:*- My feeling is, in the production of the
materials a teacher sitting and writing a primer in Kotzebue
Will certainly write in Kotzebue Ihupiat. And the kidS in
the school will read this. But I don't think except'for'the
firSt or second c' rade; you will have to worry about which
dialect area. I thinicthat<by the time you get in the third
year of this they wou14, be able to read fairly easily .and
wouldn't care very Much which particular ihupiat dialect the
book is An. I don't think you have to have separate. sets -Of
primers and things ups past the first two or three years.
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TRANSCRIPT OF ROBERT REEBACK'S STATEMENT

Robert Reeback: It seems like different people like
bilingual education for different reasons. Some people
like4it because they think it .is important for the kid, to
feel Welcome when he comes to school. And feel that he is
just as important as anyone else. And if he comes in speak-
ing Inupiat,and nobody says anything to,him in that language,
then he's not going to fe41 welcome. He may feel all sorts

-.-of things, but one thing he woh't feel is good. That's one
reason why several people like the idea of bilingual
education.

For some people, that might not be that important; they
might like it for some_ reasons. For example, for
some people, they would-like-te-restore the parents to the
job of teachers; by that I don't mean a teacher that got a
piece of paper from-the-State Department of Education that
says, "This is a teacher." I don't mean that. I also don't
mean somebody who, whether they have apiece off :paper or not,
someone'who does all the things that.teachersdo; like
write on a blackboard, or pass out papers. If you're going
to act like a teacher, it means that you have something
important to say or something to pass on to someone else.
,We'll call that a teacher right now. So, another reason
you might like bilingual education, is because it's a: chance
for the parents to be restored to the capacity of teachers,
or for the people in the community to be restored to that
capacity. Because the thing that is now going to be taught
is-the language and all thg ways of doing things that only
the people in the community know about. That's a different
reason for liking bilingual education.

There are many differ ent reasons for liking it. There are
*probably some reasons for not ,liking it, depending on,where
you're coming from. I would think that for every reason'
that you liked it, you might want-to ask some questions'
about,that reason. Or for every goal ,that you have and way
that you think bilingual education is going to help you,
you might ask some questions. For example; let's take the -

idea of restoring parents to the role of teachers. If that's
your goal, yeti might ask yOurself these qu'Otions: "Is that
something that, can really be accomplished, or ks that:just
making more noises with your face?" I don't kna, but that's
somethingyou 'ould ask. I mean, is that something that ,

could really be accomplished;yor is that something that sure
is nice to tal,abou,. but then we're going to forget about
it?

Another question that you might ask if you like the answer
you got for that;:question, you might ask:` "Is thislsomething
the school can do; or is this something that the/school can
help to .do? r` Its a very easy thing to just leap to the
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conclusion that a School is going to do something. It's,
really worth spending a little while to think about: "Is
that something the-school can really do?" Now, for some of
the goals that you have in mind, the answer may be "Yes;
schools'can .do that, schools could help with that." For
some of the things the answers might turn out to be "No; its
an illusion to think that schools could do that."

For example, if it's your goalin education that you would
like to build on what the child already has when he comes in
and not make him start all over again from scratch atage
six; that's for the villages where he's speaking Ihupiat at

.'age six. If it's your goal not to have him start over'again,
then you're going toitry to greet him in Ihupiat and teach
him that language. dtherwise, you really are saying, `

"Forget that you already learned how to talk; forget that
you learned the names obf all these different things; forget
that you learned all the different ways to approaCh probler,s
in your life. Fotget that, we're going to start all over.7
If.your.goal is to stop doing that and now use what he has
already, then'the school probably could help you. The:school,'.
if it had a mind to, could turn around.and start teaching in
Iftupiat. That's what we've been talking about all the last'
couple of days. .Titat's'a goal where maybe the answer is
"Yes."

If youi goal is, for example, to assure survival of the
language, or to restore the Eskimp language to its full use
in twenty-five years (I heard that someplace); then when you
start asking yourself4 ."Is that a goal that can be reached, .

is that a goal that the school can really help with?" you
might not come up'with a "yes" answer. You might, but you
might not. So, for anyone who would like to pursue this
when he has a chance, I would- try to put.dOwn a whole bunch
of 'goals like that so that you can,ask people, "Do you think
that is a goal that can be reached? Do' you think the school
could really help with-that or is that something that the
school is really not the outfit that's going to help?"

Another question (and I think Atli end afEdT-ttaS), ",If you
think the school can contribute, do you.think a.bilingual
educatibn program-A411-contribute?" Something that someone --'
said earlievtoday' is that it could turn out that with the
best intentions in the world, a bilingual education program
in the school could-turn 'but to do exactly the oppositd of
what you wish you could do. I think Dr. Krauss said th 7--

the people start to think that, v0h, the .sci take
care of that, so now I don't Have to worry. about it."' These
long-range objectives could be the' oppoSite,Of what .you
wanted. That is to say the Inupiat language would "pass out
of existence as soon'as people relegate it, leave it up to
the schools. So,, that Is an example of a question, about
what a bilingual education program can do. Everybody might
.likd the:idea; ev y Oily might like to provide instruction
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in the Eskimo language. Then a different question is, "Is
that something for the school to do, and can a bilingual.,
education program in the eleMentary school do that?"

t
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TRANSCRIPT OF JOSEPH RUBIN'S REMARKS
ON TALKING, WRITING, READING

Joseph Rubin: Something to think about in terms of the
kinds of'thinge teachers can help children with to develop
language, is providing games, picture Cardis and ideas for
children to-lcsok_atand get involved with=scs that they use
language. You want td get them to talk. +They don't have
to learn to talk Ihupiat from books. Yoil can -learn from

... games, activities like watching plants"growing and ice
melting, and teaching children to describe. Build thelr-
vocabulary to equip the children with enough words to help
the children talk about what is going on. What kinds of
ideas should children be talking about? Then materials can.
be made to help. You need all kinds of ways tsp.:get children
ta talk; you need a way to help the teacher understand how
to do'this. You-need materials for and'materials
for children.

-

., ,

,.. _, . .,:,
.

the words' they speak. Talk about ice mlii then writeing:
When kids are talking, the next stdp is get them to write

about ice melting. He sees what he is to about. Talk,,
write, and read. Use film strips, records,. ures.to look
at--not just books. tBefore reading, talk about a 1 the
things that happen in the village, at home, and at school.'
They tell you about these things and how they feel about them.
Help the teacher to get children talking:. Do that before you
give them books that have been translated. Play games with..
cards, touching material'S, watching ice change into water.
Language 1evelopmentis talking and that is where -you begin.

It'takes'time tOytite books. There is much a teacher can
do first. What has" to be determined is what words you want
them to speak in order to talk about family, village, and
school. You need a list of words that children need to

-speak, .then you need.to be able to provide some way children
can write the words. Each child has a book and he writes
the words that he speaks and tells. how he feels about them.

learns,earns, "family, mother, father, sister, etc." He can,
- then write about his-fatily. After he has written the.
words, he can talk and after that, handle translationpf
stories and legends and historical things that children
should know pbout. Grandparents could tell stories about
life and what they did and how they learned,tO.speak.

-Children. need to-know about_what will happen,, what happened,
-end what is goingon,..right,now.

It segtas-you.wantthe children to-speak Inupiat but you also
want them to know, sotething.about being-Eskimo so that the
culture needs to be an importantPaxt of your school. Young
children can dO thiS., All ideas of books need to come from
the people. Grandparents as well as the children. Pfeserv-
ing the-culture and preparing the children for 'the future.
It is important that they learn to read, write, and speak .
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English also,. It'!s important that they keep their identity.
.

If you can pta,h ways the children. can first talk,
to write the words, then read TobOks that include
you are off to a good start. I think yo an do
from visiting with you I have ound .all kinds
about life in the village. Cha young-children
change they probably do not to about in school,

then learn
these words,
this. Just
of things
live with;
but they

should. They should talk about everything that goes on in
the village.
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TRANSCRIPTOF ANN MARTIN'S COMMENTS ON MEDIA AND _

NORMAN HAMILTON'S COMMENTS ON CURRICULUM DESIGN

Ann Martin: There are things in other projects that have
been done which might be helpful in your program--media-or
materials development. A major point is, you need materials
that will open things up for kids for"discusSiop. The 'major
4ohcern today is not- only to'give kids some'information
about thihgsit that they learn how;o discuss things and
how to problgth solve, make dea,iSions'fOrAhemselvesLthere,
are issues that have nothing to. .do with a "yes" or "ho"
'such as; "Should we contimie.this:.sort of life'?" ;Kids have
to learn to discuss issues. Have materials -that open things
up for discussion. One of'the things I was hoping you would
tell us was about 'survival, fear of the unknown--material,
books, film--children could discuss fear from a:filth. They
could discuss and read printed stories that also relate to
fear of the unknown, so you could build a wide range of
experiende in.how to conquer fear. Give a range of exper-
ience starting with their own. Not only learn to read words
but to get really:important things across to -them in the
material we,present. Maybe act things out. Then begin to
write them. Have books where they can read. What are some
of the things you feel are im ortant to put into materials?

Margaret. Jorgensen: now the history of their village
and the area whe hey' live.

Ann Martin: There,arevarious ways of putting this into
materials for discussion. For example, with religious
ceremonies, discuss the need to retain this type of dance.
If you think and lay out a programr'you have development.
Plan to talk about and discuss the culture and making your
own decisions.

Norman Hamilton: Sequence: 71f/you have instructional
sequence, you hav,g, a program. 'Without it you do not have
one. 'Sequence iftowards some kind of a goa.. What comes
first, what .conies second, how are the children going to
get from one to the other? Design so,children.think properly
through the program-, not fail. What is the scope of the
program, what basic vocabulary? What skills on the part Of
the children (writing, 'spelling, decoding)? Design;the
spelling system. A child can look at a set,of letters and

'know how they Sound. Consider concepts of decision making,
survival. How do Eskimos regard, natureV. Different than .
the White man? This provides identification for village
children. Decide what the kids should know: information
history, legends, the ways Eskimos .have discovered to de
things -and live in their environments. 'Plan in stiall-a way.,
that children are expected to go a step at a time. That.is
A curriculum design, n educational plan. It's more:,t1.1,atLa
set of books.

"
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An Martin: It bepomes quite evident that with this type
of design the function of the teacher changes. There's a
.need for a teacher, training to use a-system of this sort
sort' which calls for the teacher to handle classroom dis-
cussion and technic:Ives such as role playing, providing
tapes, setting up a center. The-training of the teacher
becpme's very important.
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IN THE SENATE

A

,APPENDIX B

TEXT OF ALASKA SENATE ,
and 424BILLS 421, 422, 423,

.

. 1

'`If

BYTHE HEALTH, WELFARE
AND EDUCATION COMMITTEE

SENATE BILL NO. 421
IN THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF ALASKA

SEVENTH LEGISLATURE - SECOND SESSION ,/

A 4
4

4.

For al Act entitled: ';An Aat relating` to bilingual eddcation."

., . -,
x.

BE, IT ENACTED liTHE LEG.TStAITURE OF,THE STATE,OF.AL4SZA:t
4. -

;*

s* Section 1.'"PINDINOS' AND PURPOSE: The legiSlaturefinds
and .declares thefoliowing: ,

4

,
'0) Traditionally, basia,language.Clifferences'in

Alaskan.Schoois,have been ,overlooked to 11,. extent tbatkthe
need fdi. an-reducational.program which incorpbrates both'Eng-'
lish and the NatiVelanguage;dialects has been vastly under=,

%

A estimated and often the tended to ignore-and,6

.'Potetimes belittle:classroOM dye, of 'th-e Native dialect, a'
7'ioractiCe,deplored by modern educators, concerned parents and
/ students' alike.

.
'

, (2) 'Ttte right to onessIative'language-and.culture
,is'inherenein the concepts underlying. our constitutional
'guarantees and continued disregard of this right has been
protested by many v.* believe that Alaskan schoolS have an

.obligtion.'to provide education which doei not bypass this'
right and which is'not designed to /shift students unilaterally
from one'celture to another. Students in the villages of
.Alaska are reprepentatives of a viable, valuable culture w ich
is in'a continual process of change, asare...all cultures but
which has-a right to, continue its existence as a unique culture

, whether Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut.

'(1) The, absence.of a bilingual prOgraM of'educa--
tionz,has,14.7orked'a gieat teaming handicap.for those students

e o 6*..wha use Englidh_ as a second language, placing a double burden
Of learning, bath te language and academic concepts simul-
taneously, white singular emphasis on'English usage,has -

Contributeeto & Communications gap between parents and child;
schoo/,and community,even though educational:research has

'..shown that the.mOst successful educational method in primary

1

tl

: pPagramsis one that instructs in the Native dialect and then

'proceeds to prdmote literacy.inEnglish. Et is a well-known .

,

.1
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ve. APPENDIX B (Continued)

s

1

faCt.that'contrary traditiopal methods have resulted in below-
standard achie'Vements by Alaskan Native 'students which, in
turn, spawn difficUlties in secondary and higher educational

pu uits, exacerbate acculturation problems, present signifi- '

I'g

can . barriers in securing adequate employment and'constitute
a' eribus hindrance to the full enjoyment of life and its

-benefits. ,
.

.

_

(4) Establishment of a bilingual .program of'edu- ,
cation for\Native Alaskans will encourage the development, of
educational materials relevant to Native history, legends, ,

folklore, artistic expression,and'characteristic lifestyles
by recognizing that the local cult4re is a legitimate source
'of study and interest: Adoption of a bilingual program Of-
eduCation will tend to bring aboutan end td the deprecation
of local Culture elements and values by the- schools,.stimu-
late better communication betWeen'the community and the school
in solving educational problems, effect a positive student
self-image, p ,ovide more effectiveUse of both English and

the ve d' lect, foster-higher ,achievement levels in aca-
de 'c per °mance, encourage more, successful secondAfy and
higher education careerse.--ease,tWobtaining of employment,
allow genuine options for Nati78 Alaskan Students in choosing.
a way of life, and facilitate:a more harmonious .blending of
Native Alaskan culture 'with thd,,mainstream of society._

*,

* Sec. . AS 14.08 is amended.hyadding new sections4to.
read:

14.08;160, BILINGUAL EDUCATION:. (a) A state--
operated Sali0b1 which is attended by at least 16 pupils whose
primary lanvOge ,is other than English shall have at least one
teacher, who is fluent in the native language of t area, where

the school is located. Written and other eduCational materi-
als, when language is a factor, shall be presented in the
language native to the area.

(b) The lxxard of ditedeors-ghallromiligate.regu:?
dations to carry out. the purposes of this section... ,

. Sec. 14.08.170. "BILINGUAL EDUCATION FUND. There
,

is in the State-Operated School Systam_a.bilingual education
fund which is an account in the general fund to receiv money
appropriated by the legislature for bilinqual,educatioft and
.to be used for biaingualeducational program implementation.

55
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APPENDIX B (Continued)-

SENATE BILL NO. 422
.

For an Act entitled: "An Act appropriating to the State-
Opprated School System for bilingual
education; and providing for an
effective .date."

BE IT ENACTEP-BY1T#E L ',SUTURE OF THE STATE OF ALASKA:

* Sectiori 1.. The sum o $2,380,900 is appropriated from
the-general fund to the State - Operated School System,; bi- ;.

lingual education fund, which is an account in the general
fund, shall be expended for the OTI?pose f providing
bilingual education according to the following s 'edule
and'which, shall lapse on.June 30, 1977: '

4

1972 - 197 7 classes $200,000

1973 - 1974 16-Classes 440,900

1974 - 1975 32 classes 480,000

1975. - 1976 40 Classes 600,000.

`,1976 =.\1977 40 classes. 660,000

* Sec. 2. This Act takes effect July 1 1972

,SENATE BILL NO. 423

For an Act entitled: "An Ac t appropriating to the University
of Alaska for the creation ofthe
Alaska Native language center and
implementation of its program; and
providing for an effective date."

100

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF, THE STATE, OF ALASKA:

* Section 1. T e sum of $1,550,000'is appropriated from
thee general fund 0:the University of Alaska for the ,creation
of the Alaska Nativ language center and for' the implementa-
tion of its progr Thwappropriation shall be expended at
$310,000 a year fo five years and shall lapse on June 30,
1977.

* Sec. 2. This Act takes effect July 1, 1972.

'OA
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APPENDIX%B (Continued)

SENATE BILL NO. 424

entitled: "An act relating to the establishment
of the Alaska Native language center
at the University of Alaska."

BEFIT Eklc-fallip BY TH EGISLATURE -OF THE STATE OF ALASKA:'

. * Section 1. AS 14-40 is---amended by adding anew section
to read:

Sec...14.40.117 ESTABLISHMENT OF ALASKA NATIVE
LANGUAGE CENTER.

The university shall establish an Alaska Nativeilanguage
center, the purposes of which are to:

(1) study languages native to.Alaska;

(2) -develop literacy materials; a,

(3)' assist in the translation of important docu-
ments ;

so*.
o

(4) provide for the developmeAt and dissemination
of Alaska Native literature; and

(5) train Alaska Native language speakers to work
as teachers and aides in bilingual classrooms.
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APPENDIX C

II

FIVE STAGES OF' MODERN IRUPIAT ORTHOGAAPItY,, .;i-i., ..

(Consonants only-7Vowels have always beekIti '1,1t),' ;:ijit'e.......
.. .. :, ....., 1,...

....,.; ,.,

.
; ,,:.,,,, .4..) k .' .,V.';.:. ,

%.. , ;
!A... '.

V. %-,_ ic.., '
t 1- '54.., . ..0.

'' ' '1.

%

..i). 4

p t. c k k Single syn41-
eachsour'1....',;'

.; , I eV' I
1 r s

irs
h

I A ,-..\;kY\k'.61:
. .4. \i,,'

v 1 1 y z g g .;.,,,I,
--.); b Nev..,

' YIWt.,4,m n ft ra ''t !'' '\ ik,
Wc,....,,,,J.....,

:"It

2. 412.-lcrogcz_k-Webster 1964 ,i;i7::, ,,c)zi,,, r it '

,.. 0'.W Cl'.p t ch -. .k 1(
_J....,

% k'., k,,, . ` '.

I s sr
- 'A '

sr[.., ,*s,:40,:
% .

-v
. ,..

'1 I. y .r g g* ,a.;Az nr
, .

1. ,Ahmaogqk 1947

2.

It 1:

Some digraphs (ch, sr).
Ptesent standard.

3
1

',; ,N "?
, .b:::,

Zibell (partial change) 1971t:Vha4gedl
'.----.. \ 444. '1'

1 4
1

'
P t ch k q

1 4
'

hl hl s sr h >.ng
_..4

v -1 1 y r, g ± > hl
, .

so

m n ii ..)T1.....-4,- '.. MOi.e digraphs, but still
% . some special symbols.

Meant as 'experimental,
intermediate stage only.
Glottal,(') in Kobuk only.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

4. Ziben (full change) Changes:

, . p t ch k q ' g> sin

hl hly s sr . h hi > hly

v 1 ly y r g gh,
r

1 ly
_

m n ny ng h > ny

Replaces all special
symbols with poly-
graphs; nothing so far
printed this way, but
meant to be the final
stage.

Doubles:' hl is hll
hly is hlly
.ly is ily
ny is nny
gh is ggh
ng is ngg

5. Zibell-Leer (full change) Changes:

p t ch k '

,

sr > hr

hl hl' s hr h y > ' after 1, n .

v 1 1' y r g gh hr now more like hl,
also has same effect on

m n n' ng preceding k in BarroW
as hl and h, e.g., akhlaq
'bear,' sikhrik
isquirA0-17-"sin'ikhuni
'sleeping,' where k is
in each ease [x] .

Glottal ' for palatali-
zation is less like a
full letter coming-and
going, and is. absent in
some dialects (Wales).
It is easy to omit.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

5. Zibell-Leei, (C9ntinuedrE

r

t.

Doubles:, hi is hlhl
.gh is ghgh
ng is ngng

Rules Are simplified,
no confusion with ggh
(gg); these are so
'infrequent they
wouldn't make much-
difference.
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1947

kikiktak

kaizuk

kaizuk

kagruk

niggiin

arpn

kunrlic

1ktiggannik

mannuk

tuungak

tukiuk

APPENDIX

, IgUPIAT WORDS IN

1964

kikiktak
. .

kairuk

kairuk

kagiuk

niggiin,,

anun

kungich

tiggagnik

marjnuk

.

tuunga

tukluk,

FIVE ALPHABETS

1964-q

qikiqtaq

qairuq

qairuk

qa4rucl

niggiin

anun

qunnich

'tiggarriq

marjnuq

tuungaq

,

sigluak

siklak

siksik

agza

iluani

kirla

killik
..

illaktuk
,

aminfliksak

natcik

sigluak

siklak
.

siksrik

a4ra

iluani

kiria

killik
..

illaktuk

aminfilksrak

natchik natchiq

si4luaq

siklaq _

siksrik

a4ra

iluani

king

killiq

illaqtuq

61
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APPENDIX D (Continued)-
0

iqtaq

lruq

qairuk,

qaghruq

nigghiiny

angun

qunngich'

tiggangniq

mangguq.

tuunghaq

-tughluq

sighlyuaq

sikhlyaq -

skksrik

aghra

ilyuani

kinya

kill'yiq

illyaqtUq

aminnyiksraq

natchiq

REVISED

Met

qikiqtaq

gairuq

Clairuk

qaghruq

nighghiin'

angun

qunngich

tiggangniq

mangnguq

6 tuunghaq

tughluq

'sighl'uaq

sikhl'aq

'sikhrik

aghra

il'uani

kinia

kill'iq

aminn'ikhraq

natchiq

--)
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APPENDIX E

Ii4UPIA CONFERENCE EVALUATION FORMS

There were sixteen resporises out of twenty forum diitgibuted.
It appeared that the participants' main interest was, in
Ifiupiat literacy training, so that their programscould
begin publishing books for ttie elementary, and secondary
education level, to be distributed to all Inupiat bilingual
educational programs. Following is a summary of the
responses to lour questions on the fprm. The tallies do
not necessarily .sum to sixteen for each question.

1. What I thought this wo-Ashop would be?

Mentioned jearnirig .to write,. or learning
,

. about alphabets' . -

I Referred to a decision on alphabets
Mentioned (learning about) bilingual

education' .

,
,.

Other (chance to share ideas)
, ' Blank or non-*commital

O

3

What I learned that I will use this coming year?

Referred to writing system or alphabet
Mentioned their function as reporters

to the village
Referred to teaching methods or activities 1
Ways to approach, implement bilingual

education . . I

To share ideas among-Eskimos ands white
people

Blank or non-committal

7

,2

Pa

4

3. What I would ,like to see .included in a workshop?

Get more Eskimo representatives . 3

Mentioned books, creative books, or other
instructional materials , 5

Mentioned, Eskimo (speaking) teachers 2

Hold conference in Northwest Alaska area 1

Blank or non-committal 4
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APPENDIX E. (Continued);

What is the most importa
myself in-this dorkshop?

Referred to alphabets I ,

Mentioned- sharing'. ia -east Or morking-_
together _

-Referred tg.:.bilifiguaI-eduiT,_
Blank or-,!mon-committalA,' _

.70thet cHing- meilidd-g-:-appYdachet f
. 4 tafk.=.wi h ,teackers4 -

pride)

thing have learned * for

IA.

. '

-

Several- people mentioned "19:eirig-

. !

.1/
G

.

-

64

0... C.

44

4
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i
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APPENDIX' t .t

HANDOUT ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION:
PURPOSE, PROGRAM, AND EvALUATION*-- ,

,
'

_ ,
___

_IiiiiVrigual -education is- designed to iite4rb-!to:. students a.,-.. .
_. . . _ _ _._

.knOw:ledge of.the- _Iiietoiy and cultu-re -.-as_ w.ith; their
::--..,;langu-age- -and to_ e,staiali.th ,pos7.94..t,,gi:5oiseitatical between thee

'_ '' -= ''school and the Koine.' ',the. .prOgrarit w.I.J.. ,provide- at ,oppocetutity-
----:=f--`§i. -literacy- in twb- Ianguages, a, geniiine'bicitAital = education
L fax village, stticients. , meansfit %fat.; tNa daraittAng.,*.alicl appreciAtitg c-

;.---.1.-.,-the- local culture _as 1....f.641 asttfit-zioblOtatt-.quiture, and. meats",-_
. for inVI1V-ing look zpeolillyn*."Fthe -29 d.1;c4a,i7tonai.process.. : 0'

...6 r' .':-
e 4! , ' -,1,4*. ., -.. ..._ ''.. -. .

,

. , n- . . G.-- 14; * Sp ;§ 4 et:- . .b.. - 48 . or V' '. Li
* f' ' .,.

'Pr° a23aM - ,. ' : v -.> ,,o .. . . ° . -. -c - ''..
".. ."- .5 .. -,-:.. , .:. ,0 . .. o 4* i . 1",Sy.

- % '6' ' .°

.t

:

- . s-"` .; ,.... ..ve.,t ..,:, ..4 -4..e ; .= et, .( , ",,.s
I :,.. 'Lt eis. aysurn9d. that. peopae,:frpg.7,eApla: y1.1.?..age.satll deterrnine tsz, t=

Owlkindp-fs progiam they yatt,-zt.11 -ainaunts..cof tince; 'a /lbca.td. ,-,,,.. ,,,.._ ..

. to eactk lang0ge , 11.4 "tile tietstittrifia.tO.145et inVolvied,.. ,r-Goalst *- --','"'
:,.. _ akd obj ect ive.s ssho}92 'also kie deteriiiifiedbythis group. T. .'...*:.,,

.. dire'Oor .ip,000faeratipn with the_ v.illagetead regional Super-- 0

. ., .. intenilent will aid in implementation- of-thq pxograny. ..%... ,...
. . .

0 " 4. .,... ,
8 . , . .. ° l'.;(4t. %..,e v.-% ; - t! , _t. ,t lr . '. ;'' , 4 ,. l''' ...*-40114IR'; t 1' " IC .- ° .

. : Progrent:activitt.es- include a varietyi..6t educational;, pl'adtilees:. °

.1.1..ally.village pegvie, Abouklid-,pariti-ipate. i,n`,:tia,s_pigiggame. trl'o'v..: -.--

, , at initrucitiorial--capacitx-;-telling gibries 4 clertiotstratiOg .
,techrvigues of the jgaterial:. culture ,.;disc.4sirp.-village f.' 4 - ; :: =.,,,,e,c

0 .... . ',,Iii."4tory i:teach in4 -stings ad '1,bcois..,' detgibing -and- developing,.

0 Value systems `ail 0re lig ionb. 1.91e(a.s of ith. local . cult4ke gy, . r .
..; 4S :* " , ,,.. 1: . 240";_,...,--((- 2i. f..,7. `0 -- .;! IA -. ,,--.. .` ,, -

...-. - :6.. ` " O.. -`..° .' cv°. C. :
Ci) 4.

a c e 0 e ,c C. -,,
,

Ezia,luatio:n '.
ir a . ' C . .: c. :7" 0 t - .ifp4 'IP "q

< i,

Evaluation of- the! program will be

6

CorAlucted by fie).
4 : personnel under the direction; of a 'prdfe4Siotral -,,eValuatot.

Testing matekials irp be'ingdeVeloired for the Alaskan e ..
Natives and Will *be used to determine their .prt2gres.s. in

..their natirve language. . . -. ,,,P ,.. :,...t. ...,....

. , 4. .
PI.'; t .. :,%"'" '

e 0 . I 6

e
e

e ,:.. 4 ,.. .
,... . 9 ,.. .9 ...

,

*Dlstrbuted with -the advance conference agenda:
-

" 0,

.
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vii
4. Allkstudents will have'an increased knowledge of thein

cultural:heritage.
. too

. .
. ... , .

..... . , ,

,o'

.-
* 5. All studen's will relate well wifh other groups from .

...--,other villages.
. .

,..

. r9

6. All studenti will be proud' of their accomplishments in ft,

- .the'Eskimt? Language, in arts" aricfccraftS, in under-
..- c Standin4-their heritage, and in- surviviny in the arotic'-

.enviuument- 4 4
1 0 -

4

.n 0
C

i"

4

APPENDIX G

,CULTURAL AWARENESS OBJECTIVES FROM
THh STATE-OPERATED SCHOOLS

NORTHWEST AREA TITIIE I PROGRAM*

C

,

1. All students wil)f express themselves usipg traditional
art' forms typicgl'to.their.village.

2. All stugents.will",survive in the ctic environment
durihg bothwinter and summer conditions.

.
0.

3. Fifty percent of students will speak and underStand
.

comiloct everyday words and phrases in their village',
,dialect. .° -

- . /.
, .

.

0.

0 e

O

tr.
4

o

0

C ,
, . : ',._ .2.. .: .

,,... *DistribUted.With the advance Conference agenda
.
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f.APPENDIX H

EXPLANATION,OF A REQUE FOR
APPROPRIATION FOR A BIL GUAL

LIBRARY AND MEDIA CENTER .

t

.

\

°
o

. .
.

A li-j.i.ngual Library and Media 'tenter was placed on -the top
priority lilt by secret ballot at the Federal Advisory School.

. BOard meeting, April xs, 1972; in Anchorage. .It is believed
t4. by those in,,congtant,.close contact. with .the,bilipgual pros

gram that el le oentet. is vital' .to its' success.' '
.
,

<, , . 4 t.- , ... _
. , , . , ,

.

. tn- cooperation 41th..all Advisory f8.'plioo 1 Boards *goi0 into
bil_ing'ud41 cross cults irbgrams as welLloas other .intpr-

.
:, .ea,fed native orgabizatid4s, ,a model for suCh a' center will

.--,-;,-' .- by designed. °, the .dertignT,JOill include 'equipment which lends.
4caelf to Bi.1 ingudl'xesp4rOb'ana aanguve study° as ,well as --'

. _Ito apure..enjoment bOteading. pequestwi on this list will 4

o be langUage magters,46assOtte *tapeb,-mciof4m oopiies Qf
qipprtant.lia4es, midrofiinii:projeotora, micrgfilm cameras/ ,

neWpapeti, ma4a.t.iritsc-' books, pamphlets, journals,' and

. PoOkspeaLing'kyitb. nativc+:14.atory,and :401.11tufe.., Books
. . ; writtpn in the 6,ITer t.11,a7tiVd di..q.lepts or 'microfilm copies

of same mill receile fi riori47.: .' - .
.

- .

. .
, .v. * .4 , J :

4. ....a,
-. -Tne.<center willobe located the,first yegr at the central 4 '
.

(; :office. After the 'firtb year the; center should be: decentral-
.

,04

ized and,set 1.11) in several stratigical1y°166ated ,.satellites , ;
. ,

. ,c . %, , . v
b

Carry
s c 1 v

5
, 0

.fn°Ofder .tOt% out the i tent ..ofe the progeaM Nind. forfo
. '.

0..e.gislatibill, a. team:or gr61.1p:of persons .of' Various' 1344- e t .

grounds and expertiqe,will ,be r6quixed.to develop materials.
-., . . a whiCh.are pedagog4,ally p(14.1nd and culturally* and 1:inYui.atit, ',

° :caIly appi-Opriate. Fdr example.it 3,s prob6140,that peioTle, ' ..

sPea3 0.nd the .native an.744ge ao nttst have ie. necessary- c' "
traihing lip assure that thaterials are deVeloped:and pre-;

.
4

30-1ecl ill the aCrpepted pgiagoglica/,sequence: Yet the .

pedagogist hps neither -tRe 9f the langti'age pr. Ehe

desired cement (legeridd, stOries, tilsory, current polltl! '4.

.. A

c c..4,; and _socidi infOtniatiotp till, insdrq:.that the coritent is-.,; 0, 4'

relevant., Therefored:I4team of persons. must be aeeeMblea ;.%.,

kliagaledge*

' ° to hrjrig.a;/ 'facets to. bear On the materials developed:, , '4

.

w ' ,

' ttlestpers 'Rs pill include: 4

: 4 ,

0 t

9 .

, , ,
' .. .

`r r a . 0 0 0

o ar ..4%.. .- 1.. j per on skilled In development of feaders and 'sdbial:,
4 `. -

.

/'' i "a .

. 0 . -1 . c ien e cUrrieuta,
P'

. c. . ... :

''t,. '
0

a

.. o
%!

. : ?; 4, Native persons (tA.0 dull-time.,egulgalepts). whp'..axezi? ':'. 1 ,

resources for conteiRt and who are "literate in- the. ..,

..' 41anguage- invhich material.. iat, being4deveroped.
.. :' t . .

, 41.xt. '. .. , . . 4 e
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0
%
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APPENDIX H (Continued),

1

/
3. At orthographer to work in the development :of the

written language for the spoken word.
i

. , ,
.

.

Thebilingual staff will oversee the work of the team, ftem
the initial funding'of the above persoti7 to the final

.1-product. * p,

.
0

1,

,

O

'!o

0
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